
2019 Accepted Community Events 
 
Readings 
 
A 60th Anniversary Celebration of the Massachusetts Review (Jim Hicks, Maaza Mengiste, 
Tabish Khair, Emily Barton, Lena Khalef Tuffaha) 
2019 is MR's 60th Anniversary, and to celebrate, four of our favorite contributors will read from 
their new work. For six decades, MR has published literature and art that challenges 
complacency, encourages international debate, and achieves the highest aesthetic quality. 
These novelists, journalists, and poets span four continents and embody MR's mission in their 
work, their commitment to social justice and artistic quality, and their dynamic engagement 
with the wider literary world. 
 
Act of Gratitude: Poetry International's 20th Anniversary Celebratory Reading (Sherwin Bitsui, 
Danez Smith, Franny Choi, Jericho Brown, Catherine Barnett) 
This event celebrates twenty years of Poetry International’s commitment to increasing the 
presence of global literature translated into English, and to placing that work in conversation 
with exciting voices in English-language literature. Come hear acclaimed poets, translators, and 
members of our editorial staff read and discuss contemporary literature. 
 
Adopted Korean Women Writers: History Shapes Our Writing Journey (Leah Silvieus, Julayne 
Lee, SooJin Pate, Tiana Nobile Tiana Nobile, Sunee Kim) 
Overseas adopted Korean American women will read their poetry, memoirs and essays that 
document their collective experiences.  With adoption from South Korea linked to the rights of 
unwed mothers and also foreign policy including North Korea relations, adopted Korean writers 
contribute important documentation and discourse to shift the narrative and dialogue and 
bring attention to the history and current conditions surrounding inter-country adoption (ICA) 
from South Korea. 
 
Allama Iqbal’s Diasporic Children: A Reading by Pakistani American Poets (Faisal Mohyuddin, 
Shadab Zeest Hashmi, Adeeba Shahid Talukder, Raza Ali Hasan) 
How do poets envision home? The poet Iqbal is often credited with conceiving of the idea of 
Pakistan as a homeland for Muslims. And since the birth of the nation in 1947, poetry has been 
an integral part of its people’s DNA. In America, many with roots in Pakistan continue to turn to 
poetry to feed their hunger for belonging. Four award-winning Pakistani American poets will 
share work that explores varying ideas of home while also showcasing the beauty and diversity 
of their literary heritage. 
 
AWP Open Mic and Old School Slam (Bill  Schneider, Jason Carney) 
AWP welcomes students to return to the roots of Slam!  Open mic special guests and then 
undergraduate and graduate students partake in a hardcore-break-your-heart-strut-out-the-
good-stuff slam competition.  Students are welcome to sign up to participate on Friday, March 
29, 2019 and Thursday, March 28, 2019 at the Wilkes University/Etruscan Press booth and read 



original pieces (three minutes or less with no props) at the Slam later that night.  Sponsors: 
Wilkes University and Etruscan Press. 
 
Breaking Boundaries: Solstice Magazine 10th Anniversary Reading  (Lee Hope, Ewa  Chrusciel, 
Jose Skinner, Richard  Blanco, Marjan Kamali) 
Solstice: A Magazine of Diverse Voices is a hybrid publication with an essay in The Best 
American Essays 2018, cited notable essays, and a Best of the Net. This panel includes an 
American fiction writer of Iranian heritage; another of Mexican; a poet of Polish roots; and one 
of Cuban. They will explore the literal and metaphorical walls that divide us and the struggle to 
overcome the exclusions imposed by such artificial boundaries. Discussion following. 
Moderator: Lee Hope 
 
Celebrating 20 Years of the Oxford American Southern Music Issue (Sara A. Lewis, Jamie 
Quatro, Amanda Petrusich, Kiese Laymon) 
This reading celebrates the 20th music issue of the Oxford American, whose mission is to 
explore the complexity and vitality of the American South. New Yorker editor David Remnick 
has called this annual issue his “favorite magazine day of the year.” This event showcases OA 
writers who explore the particular ways music expresses identity and makes human 
connections, pushing against perceived boundaries of Southern culture to demonstrate the 
contradictions and diversity within Southern music. 
 
“Come Celebrate With Me”: Women of Color Writers and Literary Lineage (Catina Bacote, 
Jane  Wong, Kamilah Aisha Moon, Ysabel Y.  Gonzalez , Anastacia -Renee) 
Poet Lucille Clifton writes: “come celebrate/with me that everyday/something has tried to kill 
me/and has failed.” Five women of color trace their literary lineages and celebrate narratives of 
survival and resilience. Reading their writing and the work of women of color who have shaped 
their lives, this event draws constellations of inspiration and connection - across time, genre, 
and resonant histories. This reading seeks to use language as a space for intervention, activism, 
and visibility. 
 
Ghost Fishing: An Eco-Justice Poetry Anthology Reading (Melissa  Tuckey, Dan Vera, Jennifer  
Foerster,  Ruth  Irupé Sanabria, Tim Seibles) 
Eco-justice poetry embodies justice, culture, and the environment. It is poetry born of 
ecological and social crisis, poetry that holds memory, fed by a wealth of cultural traditions, 
urgent in our time. Come listen to contributing poets read from and discuss the ground 
breaking Ghost Fishing: An Eco-Justice Poetry Anthology, as each discusses their approach to 
writing in these troubled times and the traditions that feed their work.   
 
Hedgebrook Voices Rising (Amy Wheeler, Shobha Rao, Hannah Tinti, Rahna Reiko Rizzuto, 
Victoria Redel) 
Hedgebrook's global community of women authoring change comes together for readings of 
alumnae work across genre, generation and geography. Come celebrate Hedgebrook's 30th 
anniversary, enjoy hearing work by women writers in its community, and join a conversation 
about the movement for equal voice in the cultural conversation. 



 
Hot Sauce in My Bag: Revenge of the Female Protagonist (Alexander Lumans, Kirstin Chen, 
Marie-Helene Bertino, Erika Wurth, Alissa Nutting) 
Cora, Offred, Katniss. To ignore the fierce female protagonist is to slight one of literature’s 
strongest characters, denying not only her past achievements but also her future potential. In 
this panel, five established and emerging fiction writers give voice to the dynamic women at the 
centers of their novels: from desperate daughters to vengeful lovers. Through individual 
readings of their potent protagonists, these writers challenge the patriarchal view that a 
woman cannot be a hero. 
 
How to (Not) Write About Genocide: Reimagining Cambodian American Literature  (Angela 
So, Monica Sok, Anthony Veasna So, Sokunthary Svay, Danny Thanh Nguyen) 
Departing from survival literature of the previous generation, this panel will explore the 
growing imagination of Cambodian diaspora. Five second generation Cambodian American 
poets and prose writers will read from their work and discuss ways in which writers from 
communities with histories of genocide can resist the tokenization of trauma writing. The 
conversation will ask how we can re-imagine new radical, reparative ways to write towards a 
fuller collective memory. 
 
How To Eat Your Watermelon in Mixed Company (and Enjoy It) (Casey Rocheteau, Jonah 
Mixon-Webster, Danez Smith, Morgan Parker, Justin Phillip Reed) 
This reading is an exploration of Black writers contending with issues of authenticity, identity, 
audience, voice and craft. Featuring four writers who work in various mediums, this reading will 
feature dialogue around respectability politics, in/visibility, the intersections of gender and 
sexuality with race, and the non-Black gaze. Rooted in the notion that through the specific we 
bring out the universal, this reading aims to give insight to marginalization and tokenism in the 
literary world. 
 
Indigenous Poetics: A Reading by Emerging Poets from the IAIA MFA Program (Trevino Brings 
Plenty, Angela Trudell Vasquez, Jake Skeets, Michaelsun Stonesweat Knapp, Arianne True) 
This reading by recent alumni of the Institute of American Indian Arts is a gathering of emerging 
poetic voices who all identify as Indigenous. Varied in age, gender identity, and sexual 
orientation this reading promises to be as diverse as it is enthralling. These poets who come 
from all parts of the country have committed themselves to the act of rewriting the literary 
landscape by proving that Indigenous poetics is both vital and vibrant.   
 
Innovations in Southeast Asian Narratives (Jee Leong Koh, Gina Apostol, Alfian Sa'at, Laurel 
Fantauzzo) 
News from the other side of the Pacific. Short shorts that provide a prismatic look at a Malay-
Muslim community. The weaving of reportage and film criticism to investigate the murder of 
two young film critics. The dueling of two different film scripts in a novel about a massacre. 
Three authors read and discuss their work: Alfian Sa’at’s Malay Sketches, newly released in the 
USA; Laurel Fantauzzo’s non-fiction debut The First Impulse; and Gina Apostol’s new novel 
Insurrecto.  



 
Iron Horse Literary Review: 20th Anniversary Reading (Leslie Jill Patterson, Tiana Clark, Gina 
Ochsner, E. M. Tran, Joe Wilkins) 
Iron Horse Literary Review celebrates its 20th anniversary, and the release of its Best Of IHLR 
Prose and Poetry issues, with readings from a diverse group of contributors. The panel 
represents Iron Horse's mission to discover new writers and publish them alongside established 
voices, particularly marginalized voices. Come here these daring and inventive selections, 
representing two decades of IHLR fiction and poetry, and learn more about IHLR's aesthetic 
preferences. 
 
Lenguas Revoltosas: Latinx Writers Disrupting Traditional Literary Zones (Sarah A. Chavez, 
Alan  Pelaez Lopez, Veronica Reyes, Olga Garcia Echeverria, Maya Chinchilla) 
"Ethnic identity is twin skin to linguistic identity--I am my language" wrote the legendary poet-
scholar Gloria Anzaldúa. Despite the rich linguistic/cultural diversity within the U.S., particularly 
within Latinx communities, the primary passport in mainstream publishing continues to be 
monolinguistic. This multi-genre reading features Latinx writers with unruly tongues disrupting 
English-only literary zones and challenging narrow perceptions of what constitutes Latinx 
writing and identity. 
 
Native American Voices: A Reading from Recent Works in Native Letters (Shauna  Osborn, 
Tommy Orange, Christoso Apache, Rebecca Roanhorse, Laura Da) 
The proposed reading would include all Native American writers in attendance at AWP 2019 
with books out in the year prior to the conference. This reading would give space for Native 
American writing across genres and styles. It would highlight the work of those who are part of 
the surge of new, exciting Native American writing, while still celebrating those in the field who 
continue to publish powerful works of poetry, fiction and non-fiction. 
 
New Poets of Native Nations (Heid E. Erdrich, Tacey Atsitty, Laura Da', Gwen Nell Westerman, 
Trevino Brings Plenty) 
Graywolf Press is proud to celebrate the landmark anthology, New Poets of Native Nations, 
edited by Heid E. Erdrich. Featuring twenty-one poets of Native Nations whose first books were 
published in the twenty-first century, the anthology highlights a resurgence of Native American 
poetry publications since the year 2000. Poetry readings on Indigenous languages, lands, 
literatures, and more will be performed by five poets from the Lakota, Dakota, Shawnee, Dine, 
and Mojave Nations.  
 
Old School Slam (Jason Carney, Bill Schneider) 
AWP welcomes students to return to the roots of Slam! Open mic, special guests, and then 
undergraduate and graduate students partake in a hardcore-break-your-heart-strut-out-the-
good-stuff slam competition. Students are welcome to sign up to participate on Thursday, 
March 28, 2019 and Friday, March 29, 2019 at the Wilkes University/Etruscan Press booth and 
read original pieces (three minutes or less with no props) at the Slam later that night. Sponsors: 
Wilkes University/Etruscan Press. 
 



Permanent Longing: Connecting Across Borders in Writing about Lost Homelands (Patricia 
Clark, Patricia Jabbeh Wesley, Richard Robbins, Faisal Mohyuddin) 
Four poets, two with international ties (Liberia, Pakistan; one U.S. born, one not) living and 
writing in the U.S. heartland and two from the West Coast now living and writing elsewhere in 
the U.S. will read poems illustrating how connected we are as writers despite difference: joined 
by themes of separation, memory, tradition, what is lost and also recovered through examining 
place and family. Our common language illustrates these themes and offers both insight and 
solace across cultural lines. 
 
Poetry Northwest 60th Anniversary Reading (Kevin Craft, Sierra Nelson, Troy Jollimore, 
Supritha Rajan, Olena Kalytiak Davis) 
Five poets read to honor of the distinguished history of Poetry Northwest, the region’s oldest 
literary magazine. Each poet has been awarded one of the prizes honoring founding editors 
Carolyn Kizer and Richard Hugo. In addition to reading from their own new work, each poet will 
choose a poem or two from a previous decade to trace the legacy of the magazine as a 
cornerstone of Northwest letters, with emphasis on the groundbreaking feminism and 
international diversity of Kizer’s original vision. 
 
Reading in an Age of Chaos (Everett Maroon, Carter Sickels, Katie Kaput, Trace Peterson, 
Ashley Young) 
Transgender civil rights and funding for the arts are, not coincidentally, both under attack by 
the US government. These attempts at restricting access in society for trans and nonbinary 
people, and the calls to end the NEA are both neo-fascist tactics to narrow culture itself. Hear 
from transgender and nonbinary writers and poets who are producing work outside of the staid 
"coming out" story. Speculative fiction, experimental and narrative poetry, and literary fiction 
will all be represented.  
 
Sarabande Books Silver Anniversary Reading (Sarah Gorham, Lia Purpura, Ann Townsend, 
Randa Jarrar, David Tomas Martinez) 
For twenty-five years, Sarabande has been showcasing poetry, short fiction, and essay—genres 
largely ignored by mainstream publishers. We seek out new talent in unusual places, launch 
debut collections, feature revivals and come-backs, and create a real “home” for authors. Our 
list offers both stylistic diversity and a balance of gender, race, and sexual identity. Now we 
celebrate our long history with readings in all three genres, by a range of readers in various 
stages of their careers.  
 
 
 
Sarah Schulman and Mattilda Bernstein Sycamore (Sarah Schulman, Mattilda Bernstein 
Sycamore, Jisu Kim) 
Two veteran writers read from their newest novels: MAGGIE TERRY by Sarah Schulman, and 
SKETCHTASY by Mattilda Bernstein Sycamore. Both are longtime chroniclers of marginalized 
communities, who have prioritized the preservation of countercultural queer activism in their 
work. These books explore precarious moments in contemporary history through a spiraling 



woman protagonist, and investigate the possibility of “correction”—for criminals, addicts, and 
others pushed to society’s fringes. 
 
Small Town Fiction From Five Points of View (Emily Strelow, Louise Miller, Michelle Hoover, 
Gale Massey, Susan Bernhard) 
Five novelists. Five perspectives on writing rural. The phrase “small town” conjures images that 
range from idyllic, outdoorsy, and close-knit to backwater, country, and dead-end, to 
something even more ominous like gritty, depressed, and secretive. The pieces shared will be 
cut from a wide swath of small town perceptions and drawn from crime, historical, literary, and 
women’s fiction. We’ll highlight small town “characters” and the way rural fiction often 
includes nature itself as character. 
 
Strange Attractors: Women Writing Chance (Edie Meidav, Donna Ford  Grover, Jenni Quilter, 
Rebecca Wolff, Indira Ganesan) 
Why is it that the women writers you know and admire so often describe the arc of their lives 
as if they had been wandering in a forest when a surprise, both urgent and oddly inevitable, led 
them to the freedom, justice, and rightness of where they stand now? From their vantage, they 
cannot see life having emerged differently.  In STRANGE ATTRACTORS (March 2019), 36 
significant writers of our time discuss chance. Come hear why surprise is a necessary, inevitable 
friend to your creative life.  
 
The Coast is Queer: LGBTQ+ Voices from the Pacific Northwest (Sara Graefe, Ramon Esquivel, 
Kate Gray, Michael V. Smith, Carol Guess) 
How does sense of place influence the work of LGBTQ+ writers? The Pacific Northwest, a.k.a. 
the queer-friendly “left coast,” is home to a growing community of LGBTQ+ writers, including 
transplants from farther east. Join multi-genre queer writers from Oregon, Washington and 
British Columbia as they read and discuss what draws them to Cascadia, how locale informs 
their work, and what it means to write in the Northwest, outside major LGBTQ+ hubs of New 
York City, San Francisco and Toronto. 
 
The Cuba Writers Program Faculty and Alumni Reading (Alden Jones, Tim Weed, Ann Hood, 
Dariel Suarez, Suchita Chadra) 
The Cuba Writers Program launched during the Obama administration to bring writers to Cuba 
for workshops and engagements with Cuban artists. Its mission is to encourage meaningful 
interactions between the US and Cuba, and to generate writing that opens transnational 
dialogue. Join faculty and alumni with various perspectives—Cuban, American, Canadian, 
citizen, expatriate, traveler—as they share their work exploring issues specific to the Cuba/US 
dynamic and beyond these boundaries. 
 
The Future is Disabled: A Reading of Disabled Writers on What's Next (Raymond Luczak, Jess 
Silfa, Marlena Chertock, Avery M. Guess) 
Disabled writers have been historically ignored, but with the growing awareness of “CripLit” 
gaining mass and the disability movement demanding “nothing about us without us,” the 
importance of disabled writers looking forward with their work cannot be overstated. In this 



reading, four Deaf and/or disabled writers share excerpts from their recently-published books 
or works in progress. The future of disability literature, freed from the shackles of ableism, 
starts here. 
 
The Future is Femme & Queer: An Alice James Reading (Franny Choi, Carey Salerno, Shira 
Erlichman, Tamiko Beyer) 
Alice James Books was founded in 1973 with the goal of giving voice to women poets. Though 
the press now publishes poets from a broad range of identities, women writers remain central 
to Alice James' mission--and queer women are leading the charge on some of the most exciting 
innovations in contemporary American poetry. Three authors, whose work spans a broad range 
of styles, forms, and concerns, will read from their collections and ask: what is the future of 
queer feminist poetry? 
 
The Gothic Pastoral: Poems from a Wrecked Eden (Diane Seuss, Jane Huffman, Anne Cecilia 
Holmes, Adrian Blevins) 
In keeping with Plath’s notion that “perfection is terrible,” Eden is at its most dynamic when it is 
punctured. The true pastoral is a stagnant ideal which comes alive when infiltrated with the 
mystery and the perversity of the gothic. Four women will read poems that arise from this 
intersection, contextualizing landscape within a writing tradition that is increasingly obsessed 
with technology. Incorrigible speakers emerge from deteriorating, overlooked spaces where 
poetry is a dirty word. 
 
 
 
The Heart is a Muscle: Poetry of Protest (Amie Whittemore, Kendra DeColo, Cortney Lamar 
Charleston, José Olivarez, Matthew Olzmann) 
Anger, outrage, and indignation have pushed us into the streets, marching for women, for 
immigrants, for Black lives. Yet, rage alone will not feed us; social change requires both respite 
and revelry to be sustainable. As Emma Goldman noted, a revolution without dancing isn’t 
worth having. To embody this spirit, established and emerging poets read their poems of 
protest, embracing both tenderness and fury as their work invites us to recognize ourselves in 
our enemies, our hearts in each other. 
 
The National Book Crtics Circle Presents: Paul Beatty and Joan Silber  (Kate   Tuttle , Joan  
Silber , Paul Beatty ) 
Two National Book Critics Circle honored novelists--Paul Beatty and Joan Silber--read from their 
work and talk with NBCC President Kate Tuttle about inspiration, research, awards (Beatty also 
won the Man Booker; Silber, the PEN/Faulkner), evolving forms, writing about race, the unique 
challenges of writing in these times, and the imaginative process that shapes their originality. 
Consider this a dual master class in the art of fiction. 
 
This is my Throat: Women Reclaiming Voice and Body in the Age of Silencing (Rachel  
Mckibbens, Roxane  Gay, Amber Tamblyn) 



Audre Lorde said, “When I dare to be powerful, to use my strength in the service of my vision, 
then it becomes less and less important whether I am afraid.” Four remarkable feminist authors 
across three genres will read & discuss topics pertaining to restrained embodiments, from the 
physical bodies of women to the bodies of government and society that work to marginalize 
them. Hear some of the most dangerous and empowering voices in writing today.  
 
True Story: Revolutionary Creative Nonfiction (Anjoli Roy, Laurel Fantauzzo, Lizz Huerta, 
Christine H. Lee, Nicky Loomis) 
Telling true stories is a revolution act, but what is the writer’s responsibility to the “truth” of a 
historical event? Five writers explore the politics of telling the truth in works about an unsolved 
double murder in Metro Manila, the impact of the Korean War and the Hungarian Revolution 
on the next generation in the US, and descendants grappling with a long lost ancestor turned 
freedom fighter in India and an indigenous Mexican woman’s affair with a Spaniard in the ruins 
of Tenochtitlan. 
 
Twenty-five Years of Two Lines (Olivia Sears, Forrest Gander, Cynthia  Hogue, Sidney Wade, 
Edward Gauvin) 
For twenty-five years, Two Lines has been publishing world literature in translation, 
championing underrepresented regions and languages, and celebrating the work of literary 
translators. Founded in response to the lack of visibility for translators, Two Lines has published 
the best names in translation from its first issue on. Join past contributors and editors for a 
reading and discussion of the evolution of translation in the last two decades and of where this 
field is headed. 
 
Wandering Jews Go West   (Phillip Terman, Roger Kamenetz, Robin Becker, Richard Chess, 
Melisa Cahnmann-Taylor) 
Jewish life in Oregon began with Goldsmith's general store in 1849. The gold rush brought many 
immigrants including German Jews west, living up to the "wandering " name. What do we do 
with this peripatetic honorific or insult? Like pickles, Jewish poets on this panel have picked up 
wandering world flavors and share poems from North, South, East, & West diasporic influences. 
These poems address what "home" means for poets on the move, inviting audiences to sit and 
listen before heading outta town 
 
Wild Girl Poets: A Reading and Reckoning (Michelle Peñaloza, Jennifer  S. Cheng, Sally Wen 
Mao, Soham Patel, Jane Wong) 
This reading and conversation will feature a new generation of Asian American women poets 
who declare themselves “wild girl poets,” a term Marilyn Chin used during a Kundiman 
gathering to signify the spirit of Asian American women who defy stereotypes. Being a wild girl 
poet is having a crew of wild girls fighting with you. It’s about resistance, about taking risks, 
about matrilineal and literary lineage, about laughter, about not being afraid of being too loud 
or too quiet. 
 
Women of Pacific Northwest Science Fiction and Fantasy: A Reading (Danika Dinsmore, E. Lily 
Yu, Dominica Phetteplace, Brenda Cooper, Wendy Wagner) 



For decades, the Pacific Northwest has been a generative ground for speculative fiction, 
influenced by esteemed writers such as Ursula K. Leguin and Octavia Butler. In their wake, 
younger generations helped drive a cultural revolution where women have begun to dominate 
the field of speculative fiction, as illustrated by the 2017 Hugo Awards. Listen as a panel of 
award-winning writers— Brenda Cooper, Danika Dinsmore, Dominica Phetteplace, Wendy 
Wagner, and E. Lily Yu—read from recent work. 
 
Writing Into the Silences—A Reading of Recent Creative Nonfiction (LaTanya McQueen, 
Randon Billings Noble, Grace Talusan, Rebecca Fish Ewan, Sandra Gail Lambert) 
Authors whose work is widely and wildly diverse will read from and discuss their recently 
published creative nonfiction. All include an uncovering of the hidden or lost, but the contents 
range from a Filipino American experience; different kinds of hauntedness; the search for an 
ancestor, once a slave, whose life became a prism of the author's own experience; the 
intersection of disability, queerness and desire; and a story about a 1970s kid's commune told 
through drawings and free verse. 
 
Panel Discussions 
 
10 Years of Feminist Lit: Moving Beyond Representation (Sagirah Shahid, Lizzy  Shramko, 
Meghan  Murphy, Alyssa Bluhm, Maya Beck) 
Paper Darts began 10 years ago in Minneapolis. As one of the only women-run lit magazines in 
the country, Paper Darts represents a unique, independent model in the publishing industry. 
While always implicitly political with majority women writers, over the years PD has shifted its 
mission to be explicitly intersectionally feminist. The panel will discuss the importance of 
moving beyond representation by curating content that challenges sexist and racist tropes 
often perpetuated in indie lit. 
 
21st Century Innovations in Poetic Form (Jaimee Hills, Amanda Johnston, Dora Malech, 
Kimberly Ann Southwick, Jaimie Gusman) 
How do contemporary poets reassemble, reinvent and play with form? Following Oulipo, 
formalism and free-verse, how does the impulse to use structure as a launch point for creativity 
thrive in contemporary poetics? A panel of practitioners and scholars of innovative forms will 
focus on how contemporary poets and particularly historically-marginalized voices bend, blend, 
break and build off traditions of the past, forging hybridized and newly invented forms from the 
Golden Shovel to the Genesis. 
 
A Flash of Difference: Diversity and Inclusion in Flash Fiction (Tara Campbell, Marlena 
Chertock, Christopher Gonzalez, Erinrose Mager) 
Flash fiction is having a moment—but how diverse is the field? What is the state of flash in 
terms of race, ethnicity, nationality, sexual identity/orientation, and disability? Panelists will 
introduce underrepresented flash writers and resources that amplify traditionally marginalized 
voices. This panel is suitable for multiple audiences: educators who want to diversify their 



curricula, readers who want to broaden their reading lists, and publishers who want to enrich 
their author rosters.  
 
A Tribute to Monica A. Hand: Poet, Playwright, Mentor, Activist (Aliki Barnstone, Cornelius  
Eady, Carey Salerno, Lauren K. Alleyne) 
Monica A. Hand (1953-2016) was a brilliant poet, playwright, book artist, Cave Canem Fellow, 
mentor, and activist. Her poetry books, me and Nina (Alice James 2012), winner of the 2010 
Kinereth Gensler Award, and The DiVida Poems (Alice James 2018) reveal a profound, major 
voice for the experiences of African Americans, women, artists, peace, and social justice. 
Panelists will talk about her, read her poems, and show images of one of our most beloved 
poets whose loss is felt all over the world. 
 
A Tribute to Ursula K. Le Guin (David Naimon, Jody Keisner, Misha Rai, Mike Cadden, Kelly 
Daniels) 
This panel celebrates the late Ursula K. Le Guin who, during a fifty-two year career, won top 
literary awards for her work in multiple genres, challenged gender norms, and inspired 
countless women’s voices. Among other topics, panelists will discuss Le Guin’s legacy as a 
feminist science fiction and fantasy writer, the Earthsea series’ rightful place in the canon, the 
uses of humor in her children’s books, and her distinct treatment of aging in No Time to Spare, 
a collection of blog posts. 
 
A Woman's Rites of Passage  (Kyoko  Mori, Rajpreet  Heir, Emily Heiden, Jessie Szalay, Susanna 
Vander Vorste) 
Periods, bras, babies. Marriage, motherhood, menopause. These are experiences many women 
go through, yet even in 2018 we belittle such topics as “women’s writing”—not as impressive or 
idea-centered as a man’s. Women writers in workshops still often feel hesitant to turn in work 
about these topics for fear they will be seen as less serious. This panel seeks to change that 
conversation and celebrates the craft of these moments and their value.  
 
Afrofuturism and the Future (Joseph Thomas, Sheree Thomas, Tananarive  Due, Reynaldo 
Anderson) 
Writers and scholars from the African Diaspora often use the past and future to have difficult 
conversations with the present. However, after the mainstream success of Black Panther, 
moving Afrofuturism further into the mainstream culture industry, how will the future of 
Afrofuturism be articulated? Join four writers and scholars who will read from, and think 
through past, present, and future imaginaries of speculative Black writing: what it is, what it 
look like, and what it could be.   
 
Against Witness: Developing Accountability & Participation in Poetry (Cynthia Dewi Oka, Julia 
Bouwsma, Sara Borjas, Mia Malhotra, F. Douglas Brown) 
Definitions of “poetry of witness” are shifting as poets seek to defy the inherent passivity of the 
term “witness.” Increasingly, poets are interrogating the safety afforded by time and distance, 
engaging legacies of trauma, including those they have inherited or been proxy to, in order to 
confront the past and their own participation. Four poets discuss and confront the methods we 



use to bridge the selectivity and compartmentalization of human memory in poetry. To 
“witness” is no longer enough. 
 
Arab American Caucus (Randa Jarrar, Farid Matuk) 
This will be a town-hall style meeting, creating a much needed space for Arab American writers 
to build and connect within AWP. We invite established and emerging writers, editors, 
students, scholars, and organizers, and aim for the caucus to facilitate networking and 
exchange on Arab American literary endeavors, craft, publishing, poetics, and praxis. Our 
caucus seeks to empower and center the voices of underrepresented Americans with roots in 
the Arab world, including Black Arabs, queer and trans Arabs, differently bodied Arabs, and 
stateless Arabs. The last 30 minutes of the caucus will be an open mic.  
 
Arab/Indigenous: Palestinian, Indigenous North African, & Arab/Native Art (Ahimsa Timoteo 
Bodhrán, Lisa Suhair Majaj, Micaela Kaibni Raen, Katherine Toukhy, Rasha Abdulhadi) 
Recognizing the importance of constellating Arab diaspora art in multiple ways, including 
through immigrant/refugee and pan-Asian/African lenses of experience, this panel argues for a 
creative, critical, pedagogical, and publishing re-evaluative centering of Indigenous Arab 
realities, by placing in dialogue womanist/queer/trans Palestinian, Indigenous North African, 
and mixed-race Arab/Native American artists, activists, and editors. An Indigenous re-
orientation and dismantling of Orientalism. 
 
Art and Identity: How Race, Faith, & Sexuality Shape Us (Laura Joyce Davis, Vernon Keeve, 
Nina LaCour, Shanthi Sekaran, Zahra Noorbakhsh) 
However we identify, race, faith, and sexuality shape us and the art we create. What are the 
unspoken rules when writing about these charged, foundational issues? Can art change the way 
we think about them? Are they off limits for those without firsthand experience? Five writers of 
fiction, poetry, and comedy discuss the intersection of art and identity as it pertains to people 
of color, the LGBTQ community, and faith backgrounds including Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim, 
Christian, and atheist. 
 
Art School Writing Faculty Caucus Meeting (Ryan G. Van Cleave, Melissa Tombro, Sophia 
Kartsonis, Hugh Behm-Steinberg, Lesley Jenika) 
Annual meeting of writing faculty who teach in art and design environments to discuss 
pedagogy, programming, administration, and general best practices particular to their writing 
classes and programs. 
 
Asian American Caucus (Cathy Linh Che, Neelanjana Banerjee, Jyothi Natarajan, Jason Bayani) 
How can Asian American writers build a more robust network? What does it mean to be a 
writer of color in these times? This fourth annual Asian American Caucus is a town hall-style 
hang out and community space. Come meet other Asian American writers and discuss 
fellowships, publication opportunities, and resources available to support you. Organized by the 
Asian American Writers' Workshop, Kaya, Kundiman, the Asian American Literary Review, 
Kearny Street, Hyphen, and Smithsonian’s APAC. 
 



Asian Ghosts (M. Thomas  Gammarino, Leanne Dunic, Zack Davisson, Khaty Xiong) 
The ghosts of Asia are very different from their Western counterparts. Our panel features 
poets, essayists, and fiction writers whose work examines these ghosts through various lenses. 
Topics covered include the rewards and challenges of invoking such ghosts for literary ends, the 
politics of representation/appropriation, and the relationships between superstition and 
rationality, folklore and popular culture, language and haunting. 
 
Assimilate This!: Queer Literary Community as Sites of Mobilizing and Resistance (Sassafras 
Lowrey, Michelle  Tea, Tania De Rozario, Lori Horvitz, Mike McClelland) 
From queer bookstores, to poetry readings in bars, underground zine readings  and drag 
queens reading picture books to toddlers in public libraries- books and literature are a site of 
mobilization and belonging for LGBTQ communities in the US and Singapore. Authors, writers 
and literary event organizers will discuss strategies to organizing successful events with focus 
on inclusion and diversity of queer voices  across age/race/gender/sexuality/class/ability. 
 
Atlanta Review 25th Anniversary: A Celebration of International Poetry (Karen Head, Martin 
Lammon, Sholeh Wolpe, Ilya Kaminsky, Julie Kane) 
Atlanta Review is celebrating 25 years of publishing poetry from around the world. Founding 
editor, Dan Veach, will join the current editors to host a reading by some of the excellent poets 
we have published during our first quarter century. There will be readings from the four 
standard participants, as well as from other poets who have published in the journal. We want 
to celebrate as many poets and their works as possible. 
 
Back to Basics: Untangling Environmental Stories (Ana Maria Spagna, Kathleen Alcala, Sharman 
Apt Russell, Stephany Wilkes, Marlenia Myers) 
Writing the "environment" often means telling stories of people trying to fill basic needs--food, 
water, clothing, and shelter—in healthy and sustainable ways, but doing so also means tackling 
complicated issues of politics, race, gender, and work. This panel addresses how nonfiction 
writers can craft compelling stories that embrace this complexity. Panelists will discuss 
approaches to research, strategies for structure, ways to integrate sources, the role of the “I,” 
and the possibility of hope 
 
"Bad Hombres" and "Malas Mujeres:" Immigrant Women Writers in the Age of Trump 
Hope Wabuke, Marivi Soliven, Mahtem Shiferraw, Huda Al-Marashi, Natalia Sylvester 
For immigrant women writers, the anti-immigrant and anti-woman rhetoric of the current 
administration viscerally affects our daily existence. This panel features diverse writers whose 
work includes memoir, poetry, fiction, essay, and hybrid texts. Writers will discuss how they 
negotiate writing in a time when both their intersected identities as women and immigrants are 
under attack, as well as strategies that succeed or fail when creating safe spaces online and in 
literary communities. 
 
Beautiful Minds: Writing Mental Illness (David Ebenbach, Angie Chuang, Katy Richey, 
Christopher Ankney, Jessie Chaffee) 



In the face of stigma and sensationalized representations of mental illness in the news and 
popular media, thoughtful writers can shed light on genuine experiences of mental illness. Five 
writers spanning the genres of fiction, CNF, and poetry will talk about why they’ve chosen to 
write on this subject, along with the challenges, risks, and opportunities they’ve encountered in 
doing so, and will share advice for other writers exploring mental illness in their own work. 
 
Belonging: Creating a New Traditional in Gender Identity  (Jennifer  Mann, Mary Quattlebaum, 
Leah Henderson, Cate Berry, Jonah Heller) 
Children’s literature has placed itself at the forefront of deconstructing sexuality and gender 
identities. This places it in the unique position of defining new values and traditions, helping to 
create a growing acceptance of all gender identities. Within the larger classifications of picture 
books, middle grade, young adult, non-fiction, and recent submissions to editors, the panel will 
explore the new traditional in gender identity. 
 
Better Later? Success and the Late Blooming Woman Author (Ellen Meeropol, Cynthia Bond, 
Sandra Lambert, Sheila Carter-Jones, Celeste Gainey) 
Women who come to writing and publishing later in life face a landscape tainted with sexism 
and ageism. How do women, particularly women of color, LGBTQ, or with disabilities, who first 
publish after 50, favorably negotiate such a landscape? Do we define success differently than 
younger writers? How does success in earlier careers affect our aspirations as writers? Finally, 
how does intersectionality further trouble this mix? 
 
Between the Margins and Mainstream: Liminal Spaces of Jewish American Literature (Jacob 
Appel, Molly Antopol, Alicia Jo Rabins, Matthew Lippman, Aaron Tillman) 
For many American Jews, being “Jewish” is not a religious nor an ethnic signifier; Jewish 
Americans have diverse conceptions of marriage, gender, culture, and spiritual practice. While 
Jewish identity remains, it is not easily classifiable in social or literary spheres. How does this 
anomalous position play out in contemporary Jewish American literature? This panel of Jewish-
identified writers and performers will address how they and others have grappled with an 
increasingly elusive identity. 
 
Beyond Survival—Identity & Second Generation Fiction (Tyrese Coleman, Nafissa Thompson-
Spires, Hilary ZAID) 
Nayomi Munaweera, Hilary Zaid and Nafissa Thompson-Spires, with Tyrese Coleman as 
moderator, discuss what happens when literature moves away from the struggles of 
marginality, i.e the "coming out,” the “immigrant,” and the “Civil Rights” story, to talk about 
identity in new and normative ways. The three women write from their personal perspectives 
on immigration, queerness, and race, seeking contemporary narratives answering the question, 
“What are we doing now that we have survived?” 
 
Beyond the Closet: New Queer Narratives (Eric Sasson, Carter Sickels, Viet Dinh, Dennis Norris, 
Patty Smith) 
Coming Out stories have informed LGBTQ fiction for decades. But as the landscape for LGBTQ 
rights has expanded, so have the boundaries of LGBTQ fiction. What new narrative possibilities 



are emerging? How do authors deal with issues of identifying in their fiction without allowing it 
to consume the work? Are the expectations for LGBTQ fiction shifting as the culture at large 
shifts? Five authors will discuss how they're navigating the new landscape while remaining true 
to issues of queer identity 
 
Beyond the Wallpaper: Women Writing Mental Illness in 2019 (Katie Bickham, Martha Silano, 
Alana  Saltz, LaToya Jordan, Penny Guisinger) 
Hysteria.  Nervous Conditions.  Women's Complaints.  These terms were all once used to name 
women's mental illness, and often to dismiss it as a result of our delicate minds.  This multi-
genre panel, made up of women experiencing PTSD, depression, addiction, postpartum bipolar 
disorder, anxiety, and eating disorders, will re-center the discussion of women's mental health 
and how we write about it from a place of power, a tool for coping, and a method for dispelling 
stereotypes. 
 
Both, Neither, and Something Else Entirely: Genderqueer Writers & Writing  (Sassafras 
Lowrey, Shelley Marlow, Jacq Greyja, Tiff Ferentini, Blanche Boyd) 
Genderqueer writers investigate the pleasures, joys and challenges of writing and publishing 
fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and more outside of the gender binary. We’ll explore: navigating use 
of non-binary pronouns (they/theirs, ze/hir, and more) in text,  professional misgendering of 
authors as well as characters, queering the boundaries and norms of publishing, challenges and 
opportunities  that small and independent publishing offer non-binary writers, and the 
importance of representation. 
 
Building the Table: Carving Out PoC Creative Spaces (Nicole Homer, Candace  Wiley, Monifa 
Lemons, William Evans) 
Black and brown communities have been traditionally underrepresented in academia and 
publishing. The proverbial seat at the table has been denied to PoC time and time again. 
Sometimes you need to build your own table. The founders of Pink Door Writing Retreat for 
Women and GNC Writers of Color, The Watering Hole, and BlackNerdProblems discuss their 
specific reasons for creating and maintaining PoC-only spaces, the rewards and challenges, and 
strategies to grow, fund, and tend to them.  
 
Can a Character “Happen To Be Queer?” Writing Diverse vs Token Characters (Julia Leslie 
Guarch, Thomas Dane, Jess Silfa, Deanna Rasch, Tiff Ferentini) 
How can we avoid writing “token” queer characters and instead create people who participate 
in our narratives with full complexity and wholehearted representation? How can writers truly 
enact their best intentions? How can writers ensure that their queer characters (especially POC, 
disabled, etc.) have a real equity stake in their stories? If it is still controversial to include queer 
characters, how can we create a practice and a community that makes genuine diversity the 
norm? 
 
Caucus for K-12 Teachers of Creative Writing (Kenyatta Rogers, Molly Sutton Kiefer, Allison 
Campbell, Jeremy Wilson) 



The caucus creates a space where teachers in K–12 schools, as well as those who work part 
time with young writers, can share their classroom experiences with the hopes of helping one 
another understand the complex and diverse needs of young writers in the 21st century. The 
meeting will feature presentations by caucus members to help generate discussion around 
issues of pedagogy, and how to build a creative writing curriculum that is accessible to students 
no matter their identity or background. 
 
Centering the Othered: Embracing Speculative Literature in Writing Classrooms (Emily Pohl-
Weary, Nalo Hopkinson, Larissa Lai, Elizabeth Leung, Amber Dawn) 
Our panel addresses the social and political relevance of a broad range of fantastic, magical and 
weird fictions. The recent rise of Black horror, Indigenous futurisms, Asian speculations and 
feminist dystopias (among others) demonstrate the cultural and aesthetic diversity found in 
genre writing, yet speculative genres are still largely ignored in creative writing programs. All of 
us write and teach genre fiction and will share our tools for bringing spec lit into the classroom.  
 
Centro Mariconadas: Queering Central American Narratives (Maya  Chinchilla, Daniel 
Alvarenga, Breena Nuñez Peralta, Gabriela  Ramirez Chavez, Olivia Olivia) 
As Central Americans in the U.S. become a focus of anti-immigrant rhetoric and queer and trans 
people seek refuge from hate and violence on both sides of the border, it is more urgent than 
ever to combat one-dimensional stereotypes while resisting the urge to only represent 
ourselves as the perfect sexless minority in our narratives in order to garner respect for our 
humanity. Acclaimed and emergent queer Central American authors tackle these themes from 
multiple genres, mediums, and languages. 
 
Challenging Tokenization: Writers of Colors Respond (Analicia Sotelo, Ada Limon, Chris 
Santiago, Janine Joseph, Tiphanie Yanique) 
Writers from underrepresented communities often face societal pressure to share stories 
centered around cultural identity and immigration. These panelists will trouble the institutional 
expectations of narratives written by people of color and share their experiences challenging 
tokenization while sustaining a healthy writing life. 
 
Changing of the Guard: Editors on Inclusion and Diversity in Literary Journals (Sarah McGrail, 
Megan Giddings, J.D. Schraffenberger, Lynn Melnick, Tara Campbell) 
The VIDA Count is an indispensable measure of gender diversity in literary journal publications. 
While the numbers layout disparities within this community, the question remains: how can we 
increase contributor and staff diversity, in areas such as race, sexual identity/orientation or 
(dis)ability? Where is the line between diversity and tokenism?  This panel of literary journal 
editors will share their strides, missteps, and questions on inclusive staff and contributor 
practices.  
 
Chronic Illness and the Writer (Noley  Reid, Ilana Masad , Nafissa  Thompson-Spires, Lorraine 
Berry, Emma Smith-Stevens) 
Chronic illness, whether mental and physical, put writers into nebulous territory. These largely 
invisible disabilities present unique issues. How do physical limitations and mental afflictions 



curtail productivity? How does the reality of illness show up on our pages? How do cultural 
attitudes toward chronic illness push writers to go beyond their limits in efforts to prove that 
they’re not constrained or defined solely by their maladies? 
 
Companioning Loss:  The Role of Children’s Books in Difficult Times (Cecil  Castellucci, Sherri L 
Smith , Eliot  Schrefer , Carrie Arcos, Swati Avashti) 
A young reader writes to an author, “Before I read your book, I thought I was alone.” An author 
asks “What book do we write for that child living in the back seat of a dark world?”  From death 
to divorce, books have always helped young people grieve and find the way forward by 
mirroring and legitimizing their feelings. In these times of heightened crisis, such 
companionship is needed more than ever. Kid lit authors discuss writing books as witness, 
bibliotherapy, and lights in the darkness.  
 
Crafting Diversity: Race, Sex, Gender, and Poverty in Working-Class Fiction (Helen  Lee Martin, 
Stephen Gutierrez, Ron  Cooper, Gonzalo Baeza) 
Diversity in American fiction has been a central issue in our time. With respect to diversity, 
working-class fiction is a unique genre that allows readers to see how other issues spring from 
the topic of diversity. Further, working-class fiction addresses the lives of people that make up 
the largest socio-economic class in the U.S., yet writers rarely make this group the focus of their 
work. This panel will read excerpts of their fiction and discuss how it is shaped by issues of 
diversity.  
 
Crafting Narrative Identity With Unreliable Memories (Wendy Fontaine, Tanya Ward 
Goodman, Leslie Schwartz, Hope Edelman) 
Memoir is built on truth, but subject to the whims of memory. How do our unreliable brains 
affect our ability to tell true stories? What are the techniques writers use when their 
recollections are obliterated by amnesia, trauma, or the illness and death of familial memory 
keepers? 
Panelists will discuss diverse approaches to navigating the complicated path toward an honest 
narrative identity, and will share literary strategies for excavating details and rendering 
emotional truth to the page. 
 
Create the Literary Future You Want: Writers on Community Organizing (Amy Shimshon-
Santo, Lawrence Minh-bui Davis, Hiram Sims, Luis Rodriguez, Traci  Kato-Kiriyama) 
Are you a writer who wants to change the world in ways beyond your craft? This panel brings 
together writer/activists who have founded programs and organizations that aim to change the 
literary world and advance social justice. How do you make literary organizations sustainable? 
How do you leverage institutional resources to catalyze literary communities? How can you do 
this work without burning out? Panelists include an arts management educator, festival 
curators and community org leaders.  
 
Creating Space for Translation: Writers Workshops, MFAs, and the Academy (Katherine M. 
Hedeen, Aron Aji, Suzanne Jill Levine, Elizabeth Lowe, Pedro Serrano) 



This panel gathers together specialists in establishing literary translation writers workshops, 
MFA programs, and academic tracks. We will address both theoretical and practical issues, 
including distinguishing translation as a literary art and ensuring its visibility, how to foster 
translators/authors/co-creators, and what emerging translators need to learn to build a 
portfolio of literary translations to launch their careers. 
 
Crossing Genres, Battling Disability: A Tribute to Floyd Skloot (John Domini, Michael Steinberg, 
T.J.  Jarrett, Rebecca Skloot, Floyd Skloot) 
Few writers can match the career of Floyd Skloot. The longtime Oregonian has published 20 
books, with awards in poetry, fiction, and creative non-fiction. Yet he’s done this with virus-
induced brain damage. He had to work outside academics, and disability became central to his 
vision and contribution. In 2010 Poets & Writers listed him among the “50 most inspiring 
authors in the world.” The Tribute considers his work in all genres, and includes his daughter 
Rebecca, herself a successful author. 
 
Cultivating Inclusivity: How Literary Magazines Walk the Walk (Jenn Scheck-Kahn, Andrew 
Jimenez, Joyce Chen, Chelene Knight, Geeta Kothari) 
So you’re looking to publish a more diverse array of voices. Is your branding conveying 
unintentional biases? How do you broadcast a meaningful message of inclusivity? Our panel, 
comprised of editors of color from a variety of literary organizations, will describe how to build 
an infrastructure of inclusivity that considers staffing, mentorship opportunities, and editorial 
choices as well as other inward- and outward-facing strategies that will actively support and 
attract writers of color. 
 
Debut Authors: Navigating All the Seasons of Book Publication (Ingrid Rojas Contreras, Crystal 
Hana Kim, Lillian Li, Lucy Tan, Lydia Kiesling) 
Navigating the time before and after book publication can be a daunting task, one that you'd do 
well by traversing with the support of your community. This panel of immigrant and working 
debut women authors who created an email thread six months before their book publications 
share lessons learned about navigating relationships with publicists, marketers, and editors, 
using connections to support each other, advocating for yourself, and asking for what you want. 
 
Decentralizing Exoticism: Why Can't I Just Write About Avocado Toast and My Ex? (Pallavi 
Dhawan, Tom Pyun, Tamika Thompson, Ramy El-Etreby, Kanika Punwani Sharma) 
As writers from marginalized communities (POC, LGBTQ+, immigrant), our panelists often feel 
compelled to or are approached to write stories centered on their marginalization. But does the 
focus of marginalized writing have to be (anti) whiteness/exclusion based? Can’t our stories, 
like ourselves, be defined by more than a singular struggle? Our panelists—contributors to a 
forthcoming anthology that aims to bust such stereotypes—speak about marginalized writers 
finding their literary safe space. 
 
Decolonize This: The New Global Travel Writing Canon (Faith Adiele, Amy Gigi Alexander, Amy 
Lam, Laurie  McMillin, Anu Taranath) 



Travel writing is exploding in popular culture, literature and classrooms—bringing the world to 
the page. But travel publishing continues to be segregated, reinforcing colonial attitudes and 
Western privilege. This panel provides practical tips from editors and teachers actively 
decolonizing the canon. We will share our efforts to update the genre, teach responsible travel 
practices, and find, mentor, edit, publish and broadcast voices from marginalized communities 
and tourist destinations. 
 
Diana's Diaspora: Diana Der-Hovanessian's Influence on Armenian-American Writers (Arminé 
Iknadossian, Nancy Agabian, Lory Bedikian, Shahé Mankerian) 
Diana Der-Hovanessian, a renowned poet, translator, mentor, and cultural leader, opened a 
door for Armenian-Americans to read and write themselves into being. Armenian-American 
writers read and discuss her work, share insights about her character through anecdote and 
memory, and analyze her impact on American poetry, translation, and Armenian culture. A year 
after her death, they look at her legacy to inspire the future of Armenian poetry, including her 
emphasis on poetry by and for women. 
 
Diaspora and Endurance: Immigrant Legacies in American Poetry (Caitlin  Doyle, Safiya  
Sinclair, Allison Joseph, Damilola Michael  Aderibigbe, Jenna Le) 
Many poets with diasporic roots, whether first-generation Americans or citizens born at a 
multi-generational remove from their ancestral origins, have shaped our country's literature. 
Yet their legacies face diminishment amidst the anti-immigrant sentiment of our political 
moment. Panelists will read briefly, hold a craft-based conversation about their exploration of 
diasporic themes, and engage in a critical discussion focused on major diasporic voices 
throughout the history of American poetry. 
 
Disabled and D/deaf Writers Caucus (Cade Leebron, Meg Day, Jess Silfa, Molly McCully Brown) 
The Disabled and D/deaf Writers Caucus allows for those who are disabled or living with chronic 
illness, and their allies, to network and discuss common challenges related to identity, writing, 
and teaching while professionally leading a literary life. By meeting annually at the AWP 
conference, we aim to archive our interests, challenges, and concerns in order to increase our 
visibility and emphasize our importance both to this organization and to the communities 
where we live, teach, and work. 
 
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion - Building a Tool Kit (Tina Fallon, Christine Toy Johnson, Mike 
Lew, Lisa Kron) 
The Dramatists Guild of America is committed to exposing and eliminating the systemic biases 
that exist in all aspects of our field. We commit to doing this with advocacy - to assist the rest of 
the industry, the Guild assembled a tool kit so that every member of our community can ask 
questions and be assured of authentic assistance without fear of ridicule.  This panel will help 
provide an outline on how your organization can create materials to assist your writing, human 
resources and board. 
 
Don't You Say a Word: Censorship and its Silencing (Niloufar  Talebi, Carolyn Forché, Chris 
Abani, Glen Retief, Raad Rahman) 



Censorship today is not exclusive to authoritarian countries, but is rather a global phenomenon. 
In this panel we examine the history and variety of censorship, the trauma of silencing on 
writers, translators, readers, and societies. We shed light on how censorship contributes to the 
invisibility of literary and creative voices of certain cultures from the international stage, and 
we explore various modes of resistance toward freedom of expression and more equitable 
exchange of cultures.  
 
Dystopias and Utopias in Contemporary Asian-American Literature (Chaya Bhuvaneswar, Jimin 
Han, Thirii Myint, Anita Felicelli) 
Ted Chiang writes  in 'Story of Your Life' : "Despite knowing the journey and where it leads, I 
embrace it and welcome every moment." Despite Chiang's renown, little attention has been 
paid to dystopian and utopian visions in Asian-American works,  particularly by women. Four 
writers examine the speculative impulse present in literature that on its face is about 
contemporary political events, combining brief readings; Q/A on cross-genre literary work and 
craft; and an audience writing exercise. 
 
Each thread, a voice:  Children's Poetry & The Legacy of John Oliver Simon (Tehmina Khan, 
Audrey Joy Anderson Larkin, Arlyn Miller, TOBEY KAPLAN, Caroline Mejia) 
Poet, translator and teacher John Oliver Simon, an instrumental force of California Poets In the 
Schools will be celebrated through poetry and remembrances by those he mentored, 
collaborated with and taught for over 40 years. While sharing our own poetry, we will discuss 
how poets work with teachers, parents and children to bring poetry into the classroom and 
beyond into our own worlds and process.  John encouraged and inspired through the many 
languages of poets and poetry,  "Only Connect" .... 
 
Easy A? Evaluation in the Creative Writing Classroom (Laura Leigh Morris, Florence Davies, 
Jonathan Corcoran, Amber Foster) 
How we respond to and grade creative writing is often at the front of students’ (and 
instructors’) minds: do we grade for skill? For completion? For other factors? This panel brings 
together panelists who work with university, high school, and prison students to explore 
different methods of responding to student writing. From staff member to adjunct faculty to 
non-tenure track and tenure-track faculty, this panel also takes the instructor’s own position 
into account to examine power and grading. 
 
Editing Patriarchy: Women Editors Respond to Historic & Restorative Publishing (Rachel  
Morgan, Sumita  Chakraborty, Lauren  Slaughter, Anna Lena Phillips Bell, Melissa R.  Sipin) 
In the 106 years since Poetry magazine’s founding, women editors have followed Harriet 
Monroe’s trailblazing example, yet women editors at literary magazines and presses remain the 
exception rather than the norm. Editors will consider how inheriting a historical space of 
masculine privilege both constrains and creates opportunities for women. Through the lens of 
intersectional feminism this panel looks at challenges against tradition and culture that women 
editors and writers face in publishing. 
 



Embodying Writing / Performing Translation, Sponsored by ALTA (Gabrielle Civil, Madhu Kaza, 
Sawako Nakayasu, Urayoan Noel, John Pluecker) 
Beyond merely transferring text from one language to another, translation invites a recognition 
and practice of embodiment. This can connect to performance in compelling ways. Here, 
diaspora translators will discuss performing translation, embodying writing (in and as 
translation), and translating performance. Engaging Haiti, Japan, Puerto Rico, and Mexico, they 
will reckon with race, gender, sexuality, nationality, power, and language justice--in 
representation and lived experience. 
 
Emerging Female Writers On Building Community and Organizing  (Susana  Marcelo, Jaclyn  
Hymes, Alejandra Lucero, Sara Khayat, Melanie Shaw) 
How can you bring communities together as an emerging writer? How can women organize 
within their resources and build each other up? This panel features emerging writers from 
different backgrounds who built readings, organized conferences, and built publications from 
the ground up. You will learn how to tap into your literary community, apply for local and 
national grants, and connect with other emerging writers building their paths one event at 
time. 
 
Empathy and Exploitation: Immersion Writing among Vulnerable Populations (Kimberly 
Meyer, Jessica Wilbanks, Ricardo Nuila, Max Rayneard) 
Immersion writing requires empathy. But in building relationships with subjects, how can 
writers avoid exploiting those who may be traumatized, may not speak their language, may not 
grasp the implications of sharing their stories? This roundtable panel of immersion writers 
working with varied populations—refugees, veterans, fundamentalist Christians, low-income 
patients—grapple with these ethical questions and offer concrete tips for navigating the fine 
line between empathy and exploitation. 
 
Ethnicity and place: Displaced people re-centering their lives through story (Claudia Castro 
Luna, Carmen T. Bernier-Grand, Donna MIscolta, Maria de Lourdes  Victoria, Dawn Pichon 
Baron) 
As families have left their homelands – for work, to escape war or disaster, to reunite families – 
stories have become the vessels for conveying the idea of home. Covering a wide range of 
backgrounds and personal experiences – from Puerto Rico to the Philippines – these Latinx 
women who now call the Northwest home will talk about their work and the home-place they 
have found in their writing.  
 
Exophonic Writing in America (Piotr Florczyk, Ewa Chrusciel, Mónica de la Torre, Monika Zobel) 
Our panel will focus on sharing writing and professional practices of writers who write in an 
acquired language. It will address issues of acceptance and rejection by the literary community, 
the process of choosing a language to express particular narratives, feelings, or ideas, the ways 
in which self-translation becomes creatively generative, and strategies for finding publishers. 
Panelists will discuss their writing processes in various languages and welcome questions from 
the audience.  
 



Extraordinary Journeys: Women Writers On and Off the Trail (Jennifer Sahn, Camille T. Dungy, 
Rahawa Haile, Kathryn Miles, Cheryl Strayed) 
Nothing shapes a narrative like a journey, and no form of travel allows as much detail to be 
absorbed as a walk. The trail itself can serve as a subject and narrative device, but also as a 
conduit for reflecting on issues such as racism, sexism, environmental justice, trauma, 
addiction, and healing. This panel brings together four women walkers, hikers, and roamers of 
urban and wild places to talk about how following a trail and laying down a narrative can 
intersect to serve a higher purpose. 
 
Fat & Queer: Confronting Fat Bias in Life and in Literature (Miguel M. Morales, Brian Kornell, 
Valerie Wetlaufer, Sarah Einstein, Baruch Porras-Hernandez) 
As queer bodies step into the spotlight in life and in literature, fat queer voices remain 
consigned to the shadows. This panel of established and emerging writers explores the 
challenges and rewards of writing while fat, creating fat characters, and exploring fat queer 
love, sex, anger, and joy. Panelists offer ways to transform negative narratives around fatness 
and queerness into positive ones. They'll celebrate illuminating examples of #FATandQUEER 
literature and resources.  
Snacks provided. 
 
Fifty Years of FIELD: Contemporary Poetry and Poetics (David Walker, David Young, Stuart 
Friebert, Martha Collins, Kazim Ali) 
Since 1969, FIELD Magazine has been known as one of the country's leading journals of 
contemporary poetry and poetics. In 2019 FIELD will publish its 100th and final issue. This 
panel, featuring two founding editors and three later additions, will discuss the magazine's 
history and values, including its annual symposium of essays on the work of a major poet, its 
commitment to translation, and its openness to a wide variety of voices, both established and 
emerging. 
 
Finding Your Mirror: Asian-American Representation in YA/Coming-of-Age Lit (Annamarie 
Atoria, Gina Apostol, Aminah Mae Safi, An Na) 
In many young adult or coming-of-age novels, the main character is usually not Asian-American 
or of Asian descent. Usually seen as the best friend of the main character or even as the 
“sidekick” in the story, young Asian-American readers might find themselves without a 
character to relate to. During this panel, authors will discuss Asian representation in young 
adult literature and why they choose to write from the perspective of, or as, an Asian-American 
character. 
 
From Bereft to Bestselling: Perseverance & Resilience in the Writing Life (A.J. Verdelle, Tayari 
Jones) 
Tayari Jones and A.J. Verdelle will engage an in depth conversation about reviving a languishing 
career.  Tayari Jones published a NYTimes bestseller with her fourth book, An American 
Marriage.  Verdelle will interview Jones about the turnaround from out of print titles to a 
bestselling book.  A.J. Verdelle has also faced the turnaround requirement.  A solo mother 



returning to writing from mothering as her primary job, Verdelle is currently resuscitating her 
career. Audience participation. 
 
From Here and Far Out: A Conversation about Indigenous Speculative Fiction (Blake Hausman, 
Rebecca Roanhorse, Daniel H. Wilson, Elizabeth LaPensee) 
This panel considers how Indigenous speculative fiction inspires readers and writers with a 
sense of radical possibility. How does Indigenous SF refuse ongoing colonial processes of 
erasure? How does it imagine an Indigenous future? Where do we go from here, and how? 
With panelists representing diverse backgrounds and expressions, this conversation engages 
issues that fuel the ongoing discussion about Indigenous SF — audience, resistance, tradition, 
invention, permission, and possibility. 
 
From Slavery to Immigration: Poets on the American Family, a Site of Struggle (Artress White, 
Janine Joseph, Honoree Jeffers, Ananda Lima) 
The American family as an array of diverse, nationalized bodies has been a work in progress 
since its inception, with many people of color unable to buy into its elusive promise of social 
stability.  Amid an historical and present-day backdrop of vacillating protections governing civil 
rights and immigration status, four poets examine the American family as a dream deferred. 
  
From Which We Spring: A Tribute to Los Angeles iconoclast poet Wanda Coleman (Amber 
Tamblyn, Kevin Young, Jeffrey McDaniel, Mahogany  Browne, Patricia Smith) 
"A yearning to avenge the raping of the womb/ from which we spring." Five poets discuss the 
art, life and legacy of poet Wanda Coleman, known as the unofficial poet laureate of Los 
Angeles. Wanda passed away unexpectedly at the age of 67 but her ferocious and firey voice 
charged generations of writers.Hear these 5 influential authors read some of her most 
provocative and captivating work while discussing the life of one of America's most potent yet 
unknown black feminist writers.  
 
Furious Flower presents Black Poets on Poetics (Lauren K. Alleyne, Patricia Smith, Frank 
Walker, Lyrae Van Clief-Stefanon) 
What is a poem? What makes a great poem? What does one bring to the making of a poem as a 
Black writer, and does it matter? This panel asks these questions of a panel of poets who are 
contributors to the third Furious Flower anthology, "Furious Flower: Seeding the Future of Black 
Poetry." This groundbreaking collection gathers for the first time essays on poetics by Black 
poets, showcasing a diversity of approaches to poetic craft. The poets will read from their 
essays and discuss their poetics. 
 
Gender and Authority: Teaching Under the Male Gaze (Louise Krug, Amy Ash, Callista Buchen, 
DaMaris Hill, T.A. Noonan) 
This panel explores challenges and opportunities faced by women and nonbinary writing 
instructors. Panelists will consider not only how the cultural male gaze influences the 
environment of and the work produced in creative writing courses, but also discuss the 
emotional labor and resistance often required of teachers. What does it mean to teach in a 



particular body? How does gender contribute to classroom authority? What do women and 
nonbinary teachers owe their students and owe themselves? 
 
Getting Beyond 3%. International Literature and US Literary Culture (Jeremiah Chamberlin, 
Chad Post, Will  Evans, Jessie  Chaffee , Rachael  Small ) 
It’s now been more than ten years since the NEA announced that only 3% of books published 
annually in the US are translations, with literary work accounting for less than 1%. This panel 
will address ways publishers and literary organizations have attempted to tackle these 
statistics, as well as discuss the importance, politics, and methods of bringing diversity to 
reading markets across the US, creating a literary culture that embraces international voices to 
help expand narrowing world views. 
 
Getting Home: Writing & Publishing Debut POC Story Collections  (Ivelisse  Rodriguez, YZ Chin, 
Abbey Otis, Juan Martinez) 
Finding a home for a story collection is hard. It’s harder still for people of color writing about 
worlds bypassed by the larger reading public. This panel features debut authors whose 
collections explore what it means to speculate on racialized experience in the US, Malaysia, 
Puerto Rico, and Colombia. They discuss how perceptions of identity wind through issues of 
craft and cultural expectations: What do readers seek in their work? To what degree do authors 
fulfill or frustrate assumptions? 
 
Going Global in a Nationalist World: Writing & International Collaboration (Patricia Ann 
McNair, Robin Mukherjee, Randall Albers, Carrie Etter, Alison Macleod) 
With borders closing and anti-“other” sentiments elevated among certain governments and 
various populations, international collaboration might be considered an essential and 
potentially subversive act. Besides traditional study abroad programs, how can Creative Writing 
programs encourage and support student experiences and writing that cross borders and foster 
a sense of global awareness and collaboration? EU and US panelists discuss on-going projects 
and welcome an open sharing of ideas. 
 
Grandmasters of Flash: They Wrote the Book on It! (David Galef, John Dufresne, Nancy 
Stohlman, Randall Brown) 
You can tell a literary genre has hit the mainstream when it’s deemed worthy of a textbook. 
This panel features four authors of flash fiction handbooks talking about what techniques 
they’ve included and how to teach them. They’ll discuss theory and craft for varying audiences, 
from high school to college and beyond; the future of the genre; and who may write the next 
great flash fiction. 
 
Having It All: Writing and Solo Parenting (Debra Monroe, Sophia Shalmiyev, Alison Stine, 
Melissa Stephenson, Emily Whitnall) 
Whether a solo parent by choice or by chance, writing while solo parenting can be isolating, 
which means that questions about how to serve both passions well—our writing and our 
children—are difficult to ask, share, and explore. These panel members will discuss how to 
overcome the biggest challenges to productivity; how our lives as solo parents affect what we 



write, and the ethical questions that arise as we write about our lives, which often means 
writing about our children. 
 
Healing Harm/Harming Heal: The Power and Pain in Writing Through Trauma (Diana Arterian, 
Natalie Eilbert, Vanessa Angélica Villarreal, Khadijah Queen, Tarfia Faizullah) 
Trauma is rarely simple. When writing on trauma, we hope it is an incising of a painful thing, 
cauterizing the injury. As a medical term, "trauma" is a systemic change—one that can harm or 
heal. The idea of "closure" is often elusive or impossible to attain. To write "through" trauma is 
perhaps misrepresentative, for what's on the other side? During this panel, each of these 
writers will attempt to consider what, exactly, writing through trauma does—if it healed or 
harmed, and how. 
 
Holocaust Poetics: Writing the Traumatized Past and Present (Jehanne Dubrow, Julia Dasbach, 
Luisa Muradyan, Jason Schneiderman, Yerra Sugarman) 
As David Eng and David Kazanjian explain, “the past remains steadfastly alive for the political 
work of the present.” In this era of uncertainty and unrest, four poets whose writing focuses on 
the Holocaust will discuss how poems about past atrocities can serve as models for addressing 
current traumas. Through their use of forms such as the litany and the elegy, they will offer lyric 
strategies that other poets can employ, not only to represent the Shoah but also to confront 
the present. 
How Do We Translate a Sense of Place Across Places? (Wendy Call, Marco Antonio Huerta, 
Cecilia Martinez Gil, Samina Najmi, Alison Mandaville) 
Words carry the imprint of the natural and built environments that inspired them: place names, 
landforms, plants, animals, foods, climate, and weather. As writers and translators move 
writing across languages, geographies, and borders, how do our word choices impact the 
resulting work’s sense of place? Five translator-writers will address this question, with 
examples from poetry and prose rooted in the contemporary and historical landscapes of 
Azerbaijan, Mexico, Pakistan, and Uruguay. 
 
How to Interview Military Members: An Interactive Session (Reinetta Vaneendenburg, Jerri 
Bell, Benjamin Busch, Rebecca Evans) 
This technique-focused, interactive and jargon-free panel will explore how to interview those in 
the Armed Services with respect, candor—and results. These multi-media-savvy authors will 
draw from their 80 years of service, much of it researching, collecting and editing interviews 
from and about the military. While not “Interviewing 101,” new writers or those with limited 
military exposure will benefit from this. Attendees may critique video-clips or participate in a 
mock interview. Hand-outs. 
 
How we need another soul to cling to: Writing Love Poems in Difficult Times (Jessica Jacobs, 
Laure-Anne  Bosselaar, Melissa  Crowe, Matthew Olzmann, Tim Seibles) 
When the news feels like a daily onslaught, it’s hard to believe writing a poem can matter—let 
alone a love poem. Here, five poets will share their own love poems and discuss how writing 
about love also allows them to explore everything from racism to climate change to queerness 
to personal grief, then offer strategies of how others might do the same. For how better to 



know why resistance is worth it? In this panel, we'll discuss not just what we’re fighting against 
but what we’re fighting for. 
 
Hybrid Sex Writing: What's Your Position? (Larissa Shmailo, Jonathan Penton, Thaddeus 
Rutkowski, Cecilia Tan, Erica Jong) 
In the History of Sexuality, Michel Foucault argues that sex was not repressed in past centuries, 
but codified. How does contemporary hybrid sex writing crack these codes?  Is there a 
relationship between gender politics and hybrid writing? How does hybrid writing give voice to 
marginalized gender identities? What is hybrid ecstasy? Is there a special connection between 
transgressive sex and hybrid writing? Panelists will discuss these questions with a focus on 
twenty-first century writers. 
 
I'm Unprepared: Navigating Trauma in Writing Classrooms (Rachel Simon, Olivia Worden, 
Adam Falkner, Juan Morales, Arhm Choi Wild) 
In the age of “trigger warnings” and #MeToo classrooms are frequently spaces that hold 
acknowledged and unacknowledged trauma. This reality can leave educators at a loss for how 
to identify and manage behaviors related to and masking trauma. This panel will provide tools 
for how to support both students and colleagues through these challenges in the writing 
classroom.  
 
Immortalizing our beloveds: the risks and rewards of writing about family (Adrienne Brodeur, 
Neal Thompson, Cinelle  Barnes , Nicole Chung, Claire Dederer) 
Acclaimed memoirists discuss the fraught yet thrilling adventure of writing about love and 
marriage, parenthood, sex, family history, and other deeply, dangerously personal stories. 
What are the boundaries? What's safe to expose, and what's off limits? (As one writer's wife 
put it: "We do not have sex in this book.") How should a writer honor their loved ones, 
negotiate with a partne, parent, or child, yet remain loyal to the story? And how can memoir 
(per Mary Karr) "immortalize our beloveds"?  
 
In Pursuit of Inclusivity: Actively Creating Opportunities (Dani Hedlund, Mia Herman, William 
Johnson, Cheryl Buchanan) 
Recently, the lack of diversity in publishing has become a prioritized issue. However, creating 
awareness is not enough of a solution; publishers must actively seek and embrace voices that 
might otherwise not be heard. In our panel, outreach directors and program coordinators will 
discuss ways to create a more inclusive industry, calling for publishing professionals, on every 
level of the industry, to actively seek out and request work from more diverse authors, on more 
diverse topics. 
 
Indigenous Fiction: Intersections in the United States and Canada (Erika Wurth, Eden 
Robinson, Carol Lindstrom, Daniel Justice, Alicia Elliot) 
This panel will feature Indigenous writers from Canada and the United States from a variety of 
literary traditions, from fantasy to realism, from work that in form moves from post-modern or 
surreal to linear and narrative. Though the writers are from distinct geographic and aesthetic 
traditions, the connections between Indigenous writers from Canada and the United States run 



deep, and the conversations between them hold the key to the content of much of Indigenous 
fiction. 
 
Indigenous Womanisms: Decolonization & Na(rra)tivity (A.J. Alana Ka'imi Bryce, Kristiana 
Kahakauwila, Matthew R. K. Haynes-Kekahuna, Storme Webber, Amir Rabiyah) 
Continually pivoting the micro/meso/macro, weaving histories in their poetry, performance, 
prose, and multimedia, womanist/queer/trans Indigenous artists, editors, and publishers will 
discuss the craft of orchestrating interlocking narratives to produce compelling work. Examining 
their art-making, editing, and publishing, panelists will share techniques of intertwining 
sovereignty and sexuality, gender and environmental justice, nation and narration. How they 
enact the art of decolonization. 
 
Indigenous-Aboriginal American Writers Caucus (Celeste Adame, Allison HedgeCoke, Kritiana 
Kahakauwila, Shauna Osborn) 
Indigenous writers & scholars participate fluidly in AWP, teaching & directing affiliated 
programs, or working as independent writers/scholars, &/or in language revitalization & 
community programming. Annually imparting field-related craft, pedagogy, celebrations and 
concerns as understood by Indigenous-Native writers from the Americas and surrounding island 
nations is necessary. AWP Conferences began representative caucus discussions 2010-2018. 
Essential program development continues in 2019. 
Invisible Disabilities, Necessary Supports (Zeke  Jarvis, Aby Kaupang, Nick Olson, Clare Paniccia, 
Pat  Berryhill) 
This panel will look at the many issues that people with invisible disabilities can face in creative 
writing programs as well as strategies and structures that programs can adopt to lessen those 
struggles. From discussing pedagogical concerns like challenge of putting subtext into dialogue 
for some writers on the spectrum to helping students with high school IEPs transition to college 
to managing the daunting and stressful life of rejection and competition in writing programs. 
 
Jewish Women Writers Confront Identity (Elizabeth A.I. Powell, Jamie Wendt, Hadara Bar-
Nadav, Lizzie Skurnick, Irina Reyn) 
In this panel, female Jewish poets and prose writers discuss how identity shapes their work. The 
writers explore how historical and current events, specifically ones that have impacted Jews, 
enter their writing, including recent rises in antisemitism and racism. The panelists consider 
how their experiences as Jews finds its way into their poems and stories, both politically and 
personally. 
 
La Raza Cósmica and Other Myths: Telling the Truth About Race Thru Latinx Poetic (Lauren 
Espinoza, Yesenia Montilla, Mario Ariza, Carina Schorske del Valle, Carmen Giménez  Smith ) 
The diversity of latinx racial experience defies easy categorization. European colonization 
produced a hemisphere riddled with caste, vexed by color, and afflicted by an adoration of 
whiteness. Imperialism, diasporas, and borders only complicate; overlaying power structure 
over power structure, erasing and muddling convoluted. This panel will explore the poetics that 
might best communicate the nuanced reality of our raza cósmica, and to try to re-imagine the 
Americas through poetry.  



 
Latino Caucus (Suzi F. Garcia, Ahimsa Bodhran, Raina Leon, Alexandra Regalado) 
Latino writers are becoming increasingly visible in literary spaces. However, there is still work to 
be done to address inequalities in access & visibility. A Latino Caucus creates space to network 
with new, emerging, & established writers of varied Latino identities, to discuss issues around 
the obstacles to publication (e.g. active oppression & the cultural marginalization of Latinos), 
and to discuss panel & event planning to increase Latino participation at AWP. 
 
Latinx and Latin American Writers in the US: A Border-Crosser Community (Andrea Cote-
Botero, Sylvia Aguilar-Zeleny, Santiago Vaquera-Vazquez, Cristina Rivera-Garza) 
President Trump has relentlessly attacked Latinx and immigrant communities working in the US. 
As a community-making practice, writing has become a way to connect, express rage, but also 
produce solace. Four writers/professors from a range of backgrounds—one unrepentant Border 
crosser Latinx, two Mexican nationals who write bilingually, and a Colombian who translates 
right on the Border—will interrogate on the aesthetic and ethical challenges faced by a practice 
committed to critical thinking. 
 
Latinx Speculative Fiction: What sets it apart?  (Kathleen  Alcala, Pablo Brescia, David Bowles, 
Sabrina Vourvoulias, Brenda Peynado) 
From Puerto Rico to Alaska, Latinx writers are redefining U.S. literature and pushing its 
boundaries. Readers of speculative fiction have found themselves increasingly absorbed in the 
work of innovative writers like Junot Diaz, Carmen Maria Machado, and Daniel José Older, who 
bring a Latinx spin to established literary and popular fiction. What is speculative for the 
mainstream is real life in real time for us, as we mirror contemporary events in our creative 
work. 
 
Let's Talk about Race, Baby; Let's Talk about You and Me (Jean Kwok, Mira Jacob, Mitchell S. 
Jackson, Dina Nayeri, Lan Samantha Chang) 
This panel is for anyone, regardless of color, who wishes to improve the way they write about, 
teach or publish racially charged issues in this complex time.  How do we handle race with 
sensitivity, in real life and on the page? How can we overcome discrimination against writers of 
color in workshops and the publishing world? Can we write negatively about a character of a 
particular race? This panel of successful writers of color provides honesty and humor and 
suggests strategies for connection. 
 
LGBTQ Caucus (Zane Truman DeZeeuw, Julia Leslie Guarch, Marlena Chertock, Samantha 
Tetangco) 
The LGBTQ Writers Caucus provides a space for writers who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, or queer to network and discuss common issues and challenges, such as 
representation and visibility on and off the literary page; and how to incorporate one’s personal 
identity into their professional and academic lives. The Caucus also strives to discuss, develop, 
and increase queer representation for future AWP conferences, and serve as a supportive 
community and resource for its members. 
 



Literary Outreach: Empowerment & Resistance with NYU’s Creative Writing Program 
(Deborah Landau, Sharon Olds, Terrance  Hayes, Yusef Komunyakaa) 
Beginning in 1986 at a state hospital for the physically challenged, NYU’s Graduate Creative 
Writing Outreach Program now also includes a workshop for veterans of Afghanistan & Iraq, 
creative writing programming in NYC public schools, & on-site literary arts therapy for 
hospitalized children. This panel looks at the importance of literary outreach to an MFA 
program’s sense of community & engagement, & its significance in this urgent political moment 
as a form of mobilization & resistance. 
 
Literary Podcasting: the Good, the Bad, and the Books (Whitney Terrell, Tanzila Ahmed, Zahir 
Janmohamed, David Naimon, Connor Stratton) 
Podcasts are exploding as a venue for writers to reach audiences beyond traditional media. 
How do podcasts influence our national discussion of subjects like diversity and social justice? 
How do they offer in-depth forums to discuss craft, theory, or the intersection of politics and 
writing? How can I start one? The writers on this panel will discuss how they founded their own 
podcasts—like Portland’s own Racist Sandwich podcast—and the pleasures, pains, and 
opportunities of this growing medium. 
 
Literary Sexual Abuse: From Silence to Safety (Annie Finch, Shaindel  Beers, Cathy Linh Che, 
Genevieve Pfeiffer, Wendy Scott) 
Staggering numbers of writers-- mostly women-- have had our confidence wounded, 
educations cut short, voices distorted or stifled, and manuscripts left unfinished or unpublished 
due to sexual harassment from writing teachers, colleagues, editors, publishers, and role 
models. How do we survive literary sexual abuse? Should we speak or stay silent? How can we 
reclaim our voices? This panel focuses not on retaliation, but on transformation, enacting a 
creative community where all are free to heal. 
 
Living Liminal: Multiracial Women Writers in American Poetics  (Mary Leauna  Christensen, 
Eman Hassan, Yaddyra Peralta, Celeste  Chan, Addi  Tsai) 
Join five women poets from diverse cultural, regional, and academic backgrounds as they share 
their artistic work, as well as their thoughts on the liminal spaces related to mixed-racial 
identity. Discussion topics will include: culture and race in writing and the use of folklore, 
feelings of “otherness,” feminism, genre hybridity, and the place and importance of WOC in the 
American poetry scene.  
 
Local Learning for Literary Translation: Panel Discussion, Sponsored by ALTA (Shelley 
Fairweather-Vega, Katie King, Tim Gregory, Mia Spangenberg) 
The Northwest Literary Translators is a group of emerging and established translators who 
meet monthly in Seattle. A panel of core members will discuss our model for peer-to-peer 
support and grassroots education (workshops, guest speakers, readings, and translation slams), 
events which address both the business and craft of translation. In a field where formal training 
is rare, expensive and typically geographically concentrated, our group provides resources for 
translators of all backgrounds. 
 



Low-Residency Directors' Caucus (Steve Kistulentz) 
This caucus is the annual meeting of directors of low-residency graduate programs.  
 
Making Light—Humor’s Serious Place in Children’s/YA Literature (Tom  Birdseye, Eric Taylor, 
JENNIFER Bailey, Anita Pazner, Jay WHISTLER) 
We dispel two myths: that humor is insignificant because it is lighthearted, and that with humor 
you’ve either got it or you don’t. We discuss the craft of humor and demonstrate how to 
purposefully write funnier. From our experience as writers with wide knowledge of 
children’s/YA lit, we examine how humor lies at the intersection of truth and pain, and how 
humor gives effective means to speak to pain and injustice, offering healing, hope, and light. 
 
Making Ourselves Small: Women and Publishing in the Age of Self-Promotion  (Misha Rai, 
Ama Codjoe, Lee Conell, Jaclyn Watterson, Anne Valente) 
With the rising expectation that authors maintain a strong social media presence and promote 
their writing accomplishments, this panel will discuss the difficulties of this expectation for 
women writers who have often been socialized to not call attention to themselves. This panel 
will address the intersections of gender and race in examining how promoting one’s own 
material is not equally applicable for all writers, and in fact comes with consequences for many 
despite the pressure to post. 
 
MANOA and THE CONTEMPORARY PACIFIC: A Thirty-year Celebration (Noah Perales-Estoesta, 
Alexander Mawyer, Frank Stewart, Pat Matsueda, Leza Lowitz) 
MANOA and THE CONTEMPORARY PACIFIC have published literature from Asia, the Pacific, and 
the Americas since 1989. They have influenced Americans' awareness of international writing 
and promoted minority languages and communities of the Pacific hemisphere. Panelists will 
talk about introducing readers to thousands of authors and translators, representing familiar 
and unfamiliar Pacific and Asian languages, including Tibetan, Nepali, Nuosu, Native Hawaiian, 
Tahitian, Khmer, and Uchinaaguchi.  
 
Matter of Craft: Aesthetic Choices and Consequences in Diaspora Narratives  (Nandi 
Odhiambo, Ranjan Adiga, Anna Ling Kaye, Leanne Dunic, Khaty Xiong) 
Can complex social concepts like transnational identity be represented effectively through 
narrative tools such as voice? What are the aesthetic and ethical considerations to keep in mind 
when using such tools? Our multi-genre, multi-national panel will discuss the power of point-of-
view, code-switching, genre-manipulation, character, and other aesthetic choices when 
addressing issues of immigration and displacement in writing. 
 
#MeToo, Girlhood: Writing and Subverting Childhood Sexual Violence Narratives (TaraShea 
Nesbit, Wendy Ortiz, Amy Jo Burns, Angela Morales) 
Writers discuss creating narratives of sexual trauma from the 
perspective of girlhood, share influences and craft 
advice, and offer strategies for overcoming the challenges of writing 
these stories. The writers on this panel create works that subvert 
common victim narratives—via humor, style, non-linearity, narrator 



agency, lack of disclosure, and more—as well as examine the intersections of 
gender, race, class, inherited trauma, and sexual identity on narratives of sexual violence. 
 
Me Too: Writing Your Way Through (and Out of) Childhood Sexual Abuse (Nickole Brown, 
Laure-Anne Bosselaar, Dorianne Laux, Richard Hoffman, Kamilah Aisha Moon) 
How to write the fragmented, charged, often shameful memory of childhood sexual abuse in a 
way that isn’t mired in self-pity, rage, or the standard-issue language of confession? And how to 
excavate a history half- or mis- remembered, as early trauma often is? What are the pitfalls 
when writing becomes therapy and when publishing becomes public? Five poets discuss their 
struggles with these questions as both writers and teachers to make poems that demonstrate 
the courage to heal. 
 
Money Moves & Recruitment Tool - Summer Writing Programs for High School Student 
(Rachel Simon, Olivia  Worden, Patricia  Dunn, Seth  Michelson) 
More and more universities are offering college experience programs and workshops for high 
school students. Not only is it a way to bring in revenue during the “off time” between 
semesters, but it is also an effective tool for recruiting prospective students.  This discussion-
based panel will offer participants the opportunity to brainstorm ideas for summer programs, 
gain strategies for working with administration challenges, budgets, space restrictions, and 
faculty recruitment. 
 
Monsters, Marvels, and Melanin: A Discussion of Black Speculative Fiction (Kat Lewis, Sean 
Smith, Yona Harvey, Gary Jackson, Elwin Cotman) 
This panel will focus on Black speculative fiction, and how it can be utilized to translate the 
experience of those from the African diaspora. The panellists will engage in an open discussion 
about the genre, the importance of minority writers within the spectrum of science fiction and 
fantasy, as well as short readings from the panellists own work that display the unique way 
speculative fiction can frame a marginalized experience.  
 
Monstrous Men, Monstrous Women (Lynn Pruett, Lorraine Lopez, Elena Britos, Joy Castro, Lee 
Conell) 
As each “Me, Too” narrative unfolds, the challenge to write this cultural moment with exigency 
grows. From Gen X insouciance to world-weary cynicism aimed at apologists excusing their own 
bad acts as trauma-borne, this panel examines in new ways the effects of being locked inside or 
outside of the predatory gaze. Panelists further consider the flip-side of unwanted sexual 
attention—invisibility—along with the impact of monstrosity on the literature we read and 
write.   
 
More Than a Witness: Writing Social Change (Lacy M. Johnson, V. V.  Ganeshananthan, Kiese 
Laymon, Wendy  Walters, Alexandria  Marzano-Lesnevich) 
An increasing body of literature not only blurs the boundaries between art and activism, but 
also transcends our most basic assumptions about what role writers might play in an unjust 
world. Creative nonfiction — a genre driven by truth and change — is particularly well suited to 
not only bear witness to injustice, but also to move readers to confront the worst societal 



wrongs. These writers will discuss how they read, teach, write, and publish work that calls us to 
the art of social change. 
 
Neither From Here or There: The Bilingual Writers Search for Belonging and Place (Alicia 
Anabel Santos, Yoseli Castillo Fuertes, Wendy Angulo, JF Seary, Angela Abreu) 
Who decides what writers can/should write about? For some writers of color this idea of home 
and family can seem distant. Writers search for answers, voice, belonging and home. For 
bilingual/bicultural writers this search for belonging can seem abstract. They will share how 
they navigate two worlds, the one we are born into and the one left behind. This panel aims to 
discuss Gloria Anzaldua’s idea of Neplanta, the space between two worlds, the gap that 
bilingual and bicultural writers call home. 
 
New Poetic Visions of the West (Alyse Knorr, Kate Partridge, Sean Hill, Lee Ann Roripaugh, 
Olena Kalytiak Davis) 
Western landscapes have featured prominently in the American nature writing canon for the 
last 200 years. But what role can perspective play in re-envisioning poetry about the West? 
Using techniques from queer theory, ecopoetry, and cinema studies, these poets present 
historic and contemporary visions of the West that defy convention and upset tradition. 
Panelists will discuss how they explore themes of immigration, identity, language, and intimacy 
in their poems set in the West.  
 
Occult Poetics: Conjuring the 4th Voice to Compose Viable Futures (Laurin DeChae Jefferson, 
Douglas Kearney, Ytasha  Womack, Victorio Reyes Asili, Jonah Mixon-Webster) 
Magical practices like divination and astrology are reemerging and as such the link between the 
occult and writing is rekindled. Providing an intimate space for writers of color to conjure a 
fourth voice, through multigenre writing by layering narratives to create a new singular, 
subjective voice which gestures toward the collective experience, allows for a choral, collaged, 
and intersectional site of accumulation. This space redefines ancestral connection and 
adaptation for enduring the future. 
 
Of Color: Poets' Ways of Making ~ Readings from Essays on Transformative Poetics (Addie 
Tsai, Jose Araguz, Melissa  Coss Aquino, Luisa Igloria, Amanda Galvan Huynh) 
Of Color: Poets’ Ways of Making An Anthology of Essays on Transformative Poetics brings 
together the voices of 15 poets of color, foregrounding craft and poetics. The essays discuss 
mentorship, models and frameworks of/for writing, the joys and perils of writing 
in/with/against/making new forms. Contributors will read from their essays and answer 
questions about the importance of writing craft essays from the perspective and experience of 
writers of color within the current political climate. 
 
On Behalf of Others: Allies in the Creative Writing Classroom (Janae Dimick, E. Marin Smith, 
Shimon Tanaka, Steve Westbrook, Chellis Ying) 
Members of this panel—allies of immigrant and undocumented students—explore the problem 
of speaking on behalf of others in creative writing assignments. They discuss their experience of 
teaching testimonios, a Latin American tradition of bearing witness on behalf of the 



marginalized or voiceless; the genre of the persona poem (as complicated by the recent Yi-Fen 
Chou scandal); and short fiction that represents voices from the stereotyped “model minority” 
of the Asian American diaspora. 
 
On the 20th Anniversary of Tupelo Press, a celebration of Native poets (CMarie Fuhrman, 
Deborah Miranda, Michael Wasson , LeAnne Howe, Ishmael  Hope) 
This panel will feature craft talks by poets whose work appears in Tupelo Press’s Native Voices 
Anthology.  This book, the first of its kind, embodies the dynamic conversations that take place 
in Indigenous poetry through writerly craft across generational, geographic, and stylistic 
divides.  By foregrounding craft, we hope to initiate a conversation about Indigenous writing 
that moves beyond theme and narrative, considering instead the ways that form and technique 
can be politically charged. 
 
On The Offensive: Writing Queer for a Straight Audience (Brian Kornell, Bronson Lemer, 
Sassafras Lowrey, Alan Lessik, Tiff Ferentini) 
Do LGBTQ writers have a responsibility to “translate” queer culture to a straight, cis, and 
heteronormative audience? Should queer writing strive to educate its readers or simply expose 
those readers to the queer community’s truth? How do LGBTQ writers decide their intended 
audience, and will the scope of their audience affect the impact of their work? This panel 
features queer writers who fully embraced, rejected, and/or acknowledged their non-queer 
readers. 
 
On the Road Again: What Touring Writers Need to Know (Sandra Beasley, Maggie Smith, 
Marcus Wicker, Anya Backlund, Ron Mitchell) 
Three poets known for dynamic performance, a Blue Flower Arts agent, and a university 
reading series coordinator will share best practices for successful reading tours. Topics include 
the decision to sign with a speaking agency or remain independent, booking reading tours, 
publicity and promotion, maximizing social media platforms, community engagement, 
contracts, taxes, and particular realities such as traveling on a budget, with disability, or away 
from kids. 
 
Out of Our Time: Writing Dissent in Creative Nonfiction (Kisha Schlegel, Catina Bacote, 
LaTanya McQueen, Sarah  Viren, Stephanie Elizondo Griest) 
As destructive language is increasingly normalized at large, writers who engage in forms of 
dissent are asking how we might broaden and complicate our understanding of dissent. 
Interpreting dissent broadly, panelists discuss the forms that dissent takes in creative 
nonfiction, from the lyric to longform. Panelists have written extensively on U.S. borders, 
incarceration, race, and queer identity, each expanding on Adrienne Rich’s twenty-year-old 
question: how do we write out of our time?  
 
Outsiders in Minority Fiction: When You’re From Where You’re Not Supposed to be (Erika 
Wurth, David Weiden, Keith Lesmeister, Steven Dunn) 
This panel will speak to diverse minority experiences and the multitude of aesthetic responses 
in fiction to living in places where the American populace doesn’t place them. From African-



Americans in Appalachia, Native Americans in Denver and Asian-Americans in the rural 
Midwest, many of us write, imaginatively and poetically, about our families and communities 
and often end up in a place of artistic resistance to mainstream and even alternative 
expectations in fiction. 
 
Poet vs Community vs History (Yanyi ., Emily Yoon, EJ Koh, Marci Calabretta  Cancio-Bello, 
Monica Sok) 
For Asian American poets, what is the relationship between bearing witness to history and 
giving voice to marginalized communities? Four writers talk about how their work as poets, 
editors, translators, and scholars allows them to uncover intimacies among seemingly disparate 
colonial histories and contextualize narratives of intergenerational trauma. They’ll draw on 
multidisciplinary practices to explore how the individual pursuits of poets can build empathy 
and community. 
 
Poetic-Traumatic Stress Disorders: Languages of Healing (Kevin Carollo, Jehanne Dubrow, 
Elizabeth Mosier, Joel Peckham, Nayt Rundquist) 
As Faulkner famously observed, “The past is never dead. It’s not even past.” Subjects as diverse 
as music, archaeology, perfume, and the physical and emotional wounds of trauma and mental 
decline work to locate memory at the intersection of body and mind, the sensory and psychic, 
instinct and intellect. In this panel, four essayists and poets who grapple with the palpable 
presence of past events will outline strategies they employ to embody the shifting, elusive 
nature of memory on the page. 
 
Poets Out of Place (Elizabeth Senja Spackman, Darrel Alejandro Holnes, Ngwatilo Mawiyoo, 
Ketty Nivyabandi, Maria Fernanda Snellings) 
Displacement can be another way to think of immigration, exile, and longing. Poets from five 
countries question what it means to write about somewhere from somewhere else. From 
splitting ‘expatriates’ from ‘migrants;’ to negotiating the bureaucratic-ease of asylum; to when 
home suddenly finds you too queer, too loud, too too; to the home you never knew, we look 
for new poetic languages and form. In this itinerant age, how do we find home? And how do we 
sing it? 
 
Poets Writing Whiteness, Presented by The Racial Imaginary Institute (Monica Youn, Sharon 
Olds, Shane McRae, Natalie Scenters-Zapico, Joy Katz) 
This panel presents four poets whose work has explicitly confronted whiteness, moderated by 
The Racial Imaginary Institute (“TRII”) member Monica Youn. TRII brings together artists and 
thinkers to mark, challenge, and beset white dominance, to make visible what has been 
presented as inevitable so that we can transform our imaginings of race. We hope to catalyze 
other writers and artists to reimagine our racial pathologies, to scrutinize not only obvious 
bigotry but also our own complicity. 
 
Politics and Pragmatics of Translating Asian Languages (Charles Waugh, Bonnie Chau, Michelle 
Crowson, Anothai Kaewkaen) 



Four accomplished translators, working in Chinese, Japanese, Thai, and Vietnamese, discuss the 
political and pragmatic difficulties posed by translating Asian languages. We address challenges 
arising from formal aspects of the languages, from the political dimensions and consequences 
of the work, and from working in a field underrepresented in US publishing, academic 
programs, and at AWP. We’ll also present resources for aspiring translators and propose an 
Asian languages translators’ network. 
 
Post-MFA vs. POC: Five Poets Speak about and Read from First Books (Steven Sanchez, Sara 
Borjas, Douglas Manuel, Michelle Brittan Rosado, Ife-Chudeni A.  Oputa) 
In his essay “MFA vs. POC,” Junot Díaz sparked an important conversation about MFA 
programs, lack of representation in workshops, and meeting the needs of writers of color. In 
this panel, four poets extend this discourse to talk about writing after the MFA. They will 
discuss what resources helped them publish first books, including writing communities and 
conferences, PhD programs, and finding editors who value their work. Each panelist will also 
read from their recently published collection. 
 
Property of the Imagination: Caribbean Literature in Translation, Sponsored by ALTA (Michael 
Holtmann, Aaron Coleman, Carina del Valle Schorske, Kristin Dykstra, Linda Coverdale) 
Linguistically and culturally diverse, Caribbean literatures have developed out of shared but 
fragmented histories of colonialism, slavery, migration, and syncreticism. While these countries 
are geographically close to the US, they remain underrepresented in international literature. 
Four translators of writers from Puerto Rico, Cuba, Martinique, and Haiti share their 
translations and speak about what has drawn them into the luminescent world of Caribbean 
writing. 
 
Publishing Queer: What was, what is, and what just may be (Kate Carroll de Gutes, tammy 
lynne stoner, Beth Marshea, Matthew Griffin, Tobi Harper) 
How has queer publishing changed over the years? Do agents and publishing houses resist 
picking up LGBTQ lit or are they embracing it now in the face of the current climate in America? 
What does the future look like? This panel will discuss publishing trends with the head of Quill 
(the queer imprint of Red Hen Press), a literary agent who represents diverse voices, and three 
award-winning, published writers who will share their personal experiences getting their books 
sold and marketed. 
 
Queering Genre Boundaries: The Speculative and Fantastic in LGBTQ+ Writing (Darcie Little 
Badger, Nino Cipri, Rose Lemberg, Nicole Rivas, Maria Romasco Moore) 
Speculative fiction allows writers to reflect reality not as it is, but as it could be. This can be a 
powerful tool to challenge societal conventions and reader expectations of gender and 
sexuality. Panelists will offer strategies for wielding this tool to write towards the queer future 
we need to see in the world. Queer writing often occupies a liminal space by default, so we’ll 
also look at ways to challenge both the gender and the genre/literary binary, with a focus on 
intersectionality. 
 



Race, Gender, Politics and The American Dream (Shaniya Smith, Ann  Cummins, Andrew Levy, 
Jennifer Denetdale, Annette McGivney) 
How do narratives of youth become intertwined nationally with narratives of race, gender and 
culture, each shaping the other? How do ideas about race, gender and culture turn into 
national policies – i.e. the removal of Native Americans from national parks, the marginalization 
of people of color and LGBTQ communities? How do these racially charged, gender-biased 
policies in turn impact the destinies of individuals, families and cultures? 
 
Radiance versus Ordinary Light: A Tribute to Carl Phillips (Rickey  Laurentiis, Dawn Lundy 
Martin, Justin Phillip Reed, Erin Belieu, Carl Phillips) 
At a time when to speak candidly about the vagaries of erotic, sexual and moral life was still 
taboo, Carl Phillips broke into the American literary landscape to amass a signature body of 
work earning him near legendary critical acclaim and respect. Especially for queer poets of color 
who follow him, his influence and literary friendship spanning nearly thirty years is no less 
essential. This diverse panel of poets celebrates that radiating legacy, ending with a reading by 
Carl Phillips himself. 
 
Re-imagining disABILITY through Literature (Marianne Zarzana, Christine Stewart-Nunez, Dana  
Yost, Raymond Luczak, Chris Stark) 
This event will feature four diverse well-published, award-winning writers of poetry, fiction and 
nonfiction discussing and reading excerpts of their writing that moves beyond stereotypes and 
stigmas to re-imagine a variety of disabilities: physical, mental, and emotional. 
 
Re-imagining Tragedy: What Happened Here? (Kathryn  Schwille, Nan  Cuba, Adrianne Harun, 
Sunil Yapa, Claudia Salazar) 
Whether murders, street battles or space disasters, public tragedies can be literary sparks. Five 
fiction writers consider the opportunities and challenges of writing about grim public events. 
We’ll discuss strategies for dealing imaginatively with true – sometimes violent – events, 
navigating the wobbly line between fact and fiction, and the possibility for literature to 
question official histories or represent marginalized experiences. 
 
Reaching Climax: Girls with Sexual Agency (Bree Barton, Nova Ren Suma, Emily X.R. Pan, Britta 
Lundin, Dana L. Davis) 
Today’s young women have inherited a complicated narrative. Be sexy but not sex-starved; 
don’t show too much skin but be adventurous in bed; no means no, except for the times it 
means yes. How do you craft female characters with sexual agency? And how do you write 
stories about girls claiming ownership of their bodies in a culture that has never prioritized a 
woman’s pleasure, nor historically upheld the idea of consent? In this panel, four YA authors 
talk about how and why they write about sex. 
 
Real Women Talk Dirty: Feminisms of Sex in Fiction (Merritt  Tierce, Debra Monroe, Mary Ann 
Mohanraj, Nalo Hopkinson, Claire Vaye Watkins) 
One way to define dirt is as “matter out of place.” Is “dirty” literature labelled as such because 
of its content, or because of its irreverent treatment of such matter? What would advocates of 



heteroglossia or mixed discourses think of "dirty fiction"--that its determined blending makes it 
the sharpest edge of realism? Is the depiction of sex crucial to the goals of feminisms, and how? 
This all-woman panel discusses craft hazards and opportunities when rendering the sexually 
explicit.  
 
Revisiting The Glass Cage (Francisco Aragon, Emma Trelles, Aleida Rodríguez, Dan Vera) 
On the 20th anniversary of Aleida Rodriguez's "The Glass Cage," four award-winning Latinx 
poets and editors revisit this landmark essay about thematic limits placed on Latinx writers by 
publishing and literary institutional gatekeepers. What has changed in the preceding years? Are 
Latinx writers free to explore every subject under the sun? Does repetitive coercive editing 
produce self-censorship in one's writing and how can we break beyond the banal to a more 
authentic creativity? 
 
Rewriting Wild Bodies (Heidi Hutner, Chelsea Biondolillo, Marco Seiryu  Wilkinson, Olivia Olivia, 
J. Drew  Lanham) 
In this session, writers and teachers of ecological literature will use theories of ecofeminism and 
environmental justice to consider how built urban and suburban spaces exclude or erase 
“others”—nonwhite, non-cisgendered, poor, disabled bodies. They will also address how 
female, nonwhite, disabled, queer, underprivileged bodies are stereotypically associated with 
wildness and discuss strategies for disrupting such traditional binaries as human/natural and 
civilized/wild. 
 
Safe Writing Spaces: Building Community Through Literary Advocacy (Angela So, Cathy Linh 
Che, Elizabeth Bryant, Carmen Giménez Smith, Renee Watson) 
How we can build writing spaces outside of academia that respond to the needs of writers of 
color? Leaders from Kundiman, Cave Canem, CantoMundo, and I, Too, Arts Collective discuss 
what these spaces can look like, the resources we can provide to writers of color, and how to 
build community inside and outside of traditional institutions. 
 
Scattered: Homes Throughout the Asian Diaspora (Krystal Sital, Thi Bui, Nidhi Chanani) 
Three acclaimed memoirists—graphic and prose—hailing from three very different parts of the 
Asian diaspora come together to read excerpts from their recent works and to discuss what it 
means to write about the many versions of homes that take on a life of their own within these 
books. When homes become ethereal, bonds among women and between generations help to 
solidify history in time and space throughout the Asian experience.  
 
Season of the Witch: Feminism, Ritual, and Independent Publishing (Brooke Wonders, Kiki 
Petrosino, Joanna C. Valente, Mary Biddinger, Annah Browning) 
Helen Oyeyemi writes of “…witches who whistle at different pitches, calling things that don't 
have names.” What unnamed experiences might a feminist literary magazine or press want to 
summon? Join the editors of Luna Luna, Grimoire Magazine, Transom, and University of Akron 
Press as we discuss how ritual, folk practices, and symbols like the witch provide a way of 
speaking the unnamed, especially in the wake of the #metoo movement. 
 



Selfish, Sleepless, Self-Deprecating: Parents on Children and the Writing Life (Raul Benjamin 
Moreno, Steven Church, Elizebett (Liz) Eslinger, Aaron Gilbreath, Erika Hayasaki) 
Karl Ove Knausgård recently told an interviewer he's never composed so much as now, when 
the echoes of children fill his writing life: "You have to lower your self-criticism. You can't afford 
it." By contrast, Picador celebrated 16 writers' decisions not to have kids in a 2015 anthology 
that describes "meandering, sometimes agonizing paths." In what ways does this "choice" 
inform, constrain, even liberate working writers? Five parents offer Western perspectives from 
nonfiction and other genres. 
 
Sex at the Intersections: The Erotics of Queer and Of-Color Poetry (Kate Osana Simonian, 
Rickey Laurentiis, Timothy Liu, francine j. harris, Randall Mann) 
Is there a difference between the "dirty" and the "erotic”? Is the poetry of sex inherently 
progressive, not only politically, but aesthetically, because the way it treats its subject matter is 
transgressive? What challenges face queer writers of color who write, often graphically, about 
the libido and its relation to the body? This panel links broader questions of intersectional 
activism with a targeted emphasis on poetic form, to deliver food for thought along with 
practical writing wisdom.  
 
Shame as a Driver of Marginalized Female Narrative Unreliability  (Candace Walsh, Ariel Gore, 
Ana Menéndez) 
When writing intersectionally marginalized female characters, how do we acknowledge their 
society-inflicted shame-driven narrative unreliability? Novelists Ana Menéndez and Ariel Gore 
will share how they've used craft elements to do so. Moderator Candace Walsh will also 
present examples from Zadie Smith’s “Crazy They Call Me” and Carmen Maria Machado’s Her 
Body and Other Parties. You’ll learn how use shame to write rich characters and to reveal subtle 
truths that would otherwise go untold. 
 
Shape-shifting Lineages: Conjuring the Feminine Divine, Power, and Creation (Purvi Shah, 
Rosamond S. King, Ana-Maurine Lara, Sun Yung Shin) 
This event will engage diverse lineages of the feminine divine to explore power, myth-making, 
diasporic and transnational inheritances, and creation in contemporary writing by women of 
color. From re-shaping origin stories to seeing monstrosity as divinity, we will 
delve into aesthetics of the feminine divine to foster attention, care, and value for marginalized 
communities, and explore craft, character development, and world-building of the feminine 
divine towards women’s and queer liberation. 
 
She-Radical: Emotional Ally vs. Emotional Labor (Carolina De Robertis, Soma Mei Sheng 
Frazier, Carson Beker, Ashley Davis, Nancy Au) 
QTPOC often shoulder the bulk of emotional labor in classrooms, boardrooms, in academic and 
other professional settings. How can QTPOC writers, artists, and educators thrive in their 
professional worlds, in ways that acknowledge the struggles of their colleagues and mentees, 
while simultaneously asserting and prioritizing one’s own personal desires vital to nurturing 
one’s craft? How can speculative fiction, poetry, and translation inform the roles of mentors in 
interdisciplinary settings? 



 
Show Me the Money: Making Ends Meet in the Literary World (Marisa Siegel, Jennifer Baker, 
Ashley C. Ford, Michele Filgate, Emily Gould) 
Five writers with experience in developing literary magazines, small presses, reading series, and 
other literary endeavors will have an in-depth discussion about the financial realities of the 
literary community that too often remain hidden. We’ll consider how these financial realities 
differ across race and gender, the importance of transparency, and how these disparities can be 
addressed within existing structures and outside of them. 
 
So Long: The Triumph of Lucia Berlin  (Elizabeth  Geoghegan, Emily Bell, Jennifer Dunbar Dorn, 
Stephen Emerson, August Kleinzahler) 
The publication of A Manual for Cleaning Women catapulted the late Lucia Berlin’s jazz-
influenced style, intelligent wit, and singular voice from obscurity into the mainstream. Berlin 
wrote autobiographical, place driven stories revealing the grit and grace of life on the margins. 
This panel of five people intimately connected to Berlin and her publishing legacy will discuss 
and pay tribute to her extraordinary life, her influence as a writer and teacher, and her 
triumphant posthumous success.  
 
Social Media Strategies for Diverse Authors and Multicultural Books (Tayyaba Syed, Nusaiba 
Imady, Afshan Malik) 
Social media marketing is an amazing asset to leverage for any author, but most especially 
authors who have been often marginalized or stereotyped in either their personal lives or 
within books. The key to creating a positive cultural change in the literary landscape is to ensure 
that all facets of promoting one’s writing and books can connect with people on different 
levels.  Find help here on how to navigate the nuances of different social media platform for 
underrpresented authors and books. 
 
Speculative Fiction, Genre, And Worldbuilding in the Creative Writing Classroom (Brenda 
Peynado, Ploi Pirapokin, Kelly Link, Karen Fowler, Trent Hergenrader) 
With more and more writers interested in speculative fiction, magical realism, and genre, how 
can workshops, teachers, and programs embrace all these forms? Panelists who teach in the 
Clarion Writers Workshop, UCLA Extension Programs, MFAs, and undergraduate programs will 
discuss specific approaches to teaching, including speculative fiction in literary fiction 
workshops, classes and programs tailored for genre forms, and guiding students to build sound, 
imaginative, and diverse worlds. 
 
Submitting Across Regions and Genres (Anita Gill, Sara  Alaica, Cynthia Rosi, Desiree Kannel) 
Sending work out to journals can be daunting. With the wealth of publications today, writers 
become overwhelmed with the prospect of submitting. This panel consists of chapter leaders 
for Women Who Submit, a national organization that assists women and non-binary writers 
with helpful information on best submission practices. Members of the panel will share 
expertise on the process of submitting to journals, coping with rejection, and locating 
appropriate publishing venues. 
 



Support for PoCs in Publishing: A Conversation (Jenny Xu, Victory  Matsui, Monica Odom, 
Karen  Gu, Annie Hwang) 
Let's talk about finding support and care within the book business--as a marginalized writer 
interested or getting started in the industry, what can you expect from your agent, editor, or 
publicist during the publication process? Young PoC publishing professionals will share industry 
insights and working experiences with diverse authors. There will be an extended Q&A to 
discuss publication, formal and informal publishing relationships, community building, 
mentorship, identity, and self-care. 
 
#SonnetsSoWhite?: Poets of Color on Race and Traditional Verseforms  (Chad  Abushanab, 
Erica Dawson, T.J.  Jarrett, Cortney Lamar Charleston , Jee Leong  Koh ) 
Writing in received forms has long been considered a particularly white tradition, and poets of 
color who write in form are too often seen as engaging in a mode largely exclusive to white 
writers. Our panel challenges this notion and asks poets of color to discuss how traditional 
verseforms factor into their personal and poetic identities. The aim is to restructure the 
conversation around the politics of form by celebrating it as a powerful poetic device fully 
accessible to writers of color. 
 
Taking It All Off (Camille Dungy, Kathryn  Miles , Carolyn Forché, Suzanne Roberts, Tracy Ross) 
Telling the truth is perilous for women writers in a pussy-grabbing, #metoo movement era. 
Whether you're reporting in the Middle East, retelling personal trauma, or sexing up a hot 
bedroom scene, it's easy to feel exposed. We've got you covered with this multi-genre 
roundtable. With topics ranging from global travel and dicey field research to balancing risqué 
self-revelation and academic appointments, we'll talk about what's at stake for women writers 
who embrace risk in the name of narrative. 
 
Talking back to Homer: Women Poets Re-write The Odyssey (Barbara Hamby, Jeanne  Larsen, 
Natasha Trethewey, Honorée  Fanonne Jeffers) 
How can Homer’s canonical classic be used for subversive lyrical inquiry? What happens when 
an ancient epic that runs well over 10,000 metrical lines inspires 21st century short free-verse 
poems and busted sonnets? Poets who found in Homer a space for writing about issues like 
gender, race, family, the environmental crisis reflect on their inter-textual adventures, offering 
insights into Homer’s work along with principles and strategies for others who read Famous 
Poems and write their own. 
 
Tarot for Writers: Expanding Intuition, Imagination, and Craft (Cecily Sailer, Laurie Filipelli, 
Catherine Bowman, Fatima Kola) 
The archetypal imagery of Tarot offers access to the intuitive self that fuels our best creative 
work. In this panel, several writers discuss how they use Tarot to better understanding the 
creative process, their own work, and the “psycho-spiritual” journey of writers in all genres. 
This discussion includes practical exercises and approaches for using Tarot during the writing 
process, in workshop, and when teaching, regardless of prior knowledge about Tarot cards and 
their traditional meanings. 
 



Teaching Critical Creative Writing (Conchitina Cruz, Isaac Ginsberg  Miller, Natasha Sajé, Kristen  
Harmon, Alex DiFrancesco) 
The new anthology Critical Creative Writing brings together essays by 25 authors—including 
Ayana Mathis, Leslie Marmon Silko, Craig Santos Perez, Porochista Khakpour, Taiye Selasi—to 
introduce students to key debates in creative writing: from the questions of appropriation to 
the politics of literary evaluation. The book interrogates the ways diversity is treated in creative 
writing. In this panel, contributors to the anthology discuss how they teach the complex issues 
their essays feature.  
 
Teaching Embodied Poetry in Diverse Communities (Naazneen Diwan, Noʻu Revilla, Brenda 
Shaughnessy, Aiko Yamashiro, Aimee Suzara) 
This panel offers lessons in embodied poetry, including Kalaashakti arts and healing workshops 
for Muslim women and gender nonconforming adults, approaching metaphor through a Native 
Hawaiian understanding of mana for youth and adult survivors of sexual violence, how the 
body’s memory of trauma, pleasure, loss, and joy is key to poetic practice in university classes, 
and a workshop teaching elementary and middle-school-aged children on Moloka‘i to write to 
protect their places and futures.  
 
Teaching the 21st Century Poetry of Witness (Elisabeth Frost, Julia Bouwsma, Henk Rossouw, 
Sarah Gambito, Natalie Graham) 
In a time of social and political crisis, how can we foster a poetics of witness among students at 
all levels, fellow community members, and others we may seek to collaborate with or mentor? 
How can we responsibly nurture writing that gives voice to resistance, to new conceptions of 
the historical record, and to survival of trauma? This panel will explore a wide range of 
approaches, methods, and teaching contexts to imagine what Michael Davidson has called 
“new forms of citizenship” in poetry. 
 
Text + (Public) Space (Emily Dyer Barker, Chaun Webster, Jen Hofer, A’misa  Chiu, Alex 
Khatchadourian) 
What happens when street becomes page? When text demands bystander become audience? 
Flyers, pamphlets, posters, graffiti, paste-ups, zines—this panel will present and interrogate 
ephemeral texts and how they use public space to create community, construct wonder, and 
promote social justice. Panelists will discuss their artistic practices and pedagogy, as well as the 
challenges and difficulties of the genre. 
 
That “Difficult Woman” Thing: How’s It Working on the Page and in the Classroom? (Barbara 
Jones, Susan Choi, Lauren Francis-Sharma, Karen Karbo, Cade Leebron) 
In recent years, writers, critics, and readers have firmly rebutted the idea that female 
characters need to be “likable” to be compelling, but how’s the idea of the “difficult woman” 
affecting real-world writers and writing faculty in 2019? On this panel, four women whose 
writings and sometimes their lives have taken on this topic will consider the opportunities as 
well as the liabilities provided by writing about and/or being considered difficult in letters and 
in the literary world now.  
 



“That’s Not Relatable”: Radical Teaching on Race & Intersectionality in Writing (Cynthia 
Guardado, Gabriela Ramirez-Chavez, Steven Sanchez, Maya Chinchilla) 
How can we encourage students to meaningfully engage with material that does not reflect—or 
directly opposes—their lived experiences? Through conversation, queer Latinx panelists will 
address how to create radically inclusive course curriculum and assignments that de-center the 
heteronormative, cisgender white male framework that currently dominates higher education. 
They will discuss the challenges they have encountered and strategies for promoting mutual 
respect in the classroom. 
 
The Art of Trauma (Susan Ayres, Wendy Chin-Tanner, Alice Anderson, Valerie Martinez) 
Trauma has been described as “speechless horror.”  In this discussion, writers explore strategies 
to piece together stories about sexual abuse, domestic violence, addiction, and mental illness.  
The panelists will consider how we write poetry and narratives about the debilitating 
consequences of trauma on the body, mind, and soul.  In commenting on our own work and the 
work of others, we will discuss the craft, ethics, and emotions in writing about and through 
trauma.   
 
THE BIG BLACK DOG: CHILDREN'S LITERATURE TAKES ON MENTAL ILLNESS (Ann  Jacobus, 
Nancy Bo Flood, Karen  Fortunati, Brandy Colbert, Martine Leavitt) 
From schizophrenia and bipolar disorder to anxiety, depression, self-harm, substance abuse, 
and suicide--YA and middle-grade novels are increasingly taking mental illness head-on. We'll 
discuss how these issues are being portrayed in books for younger readers, why it’s so 
important, and how to do it right. We'll also cover coping skills and self-care as tools for 
successful characters and writers both. 
 
The Border Against Belonging: American Occupation in Asian-American Poetry (Asa Drake, 
Sokunthary Svay, Chiwan Choi, Barbara Jane Reyes, Mai Der Vang) 
With the increase in American overseas military presence, the border enclosing American 
identity widens at the same time that the nation grows more hostile towards immigration. 
Immigrants find themselves occupying a nation that has occupied homelands. They move 
within a perimeter they’ve been made tangential to. And yet, a border makes costs. A border 
means having to pay.  Join four poets as they discuss the complexities of immigrant narratives 
in the era of American occupation. 
 
The Challenges and Rewards of Transnational Bilingual Writing Workshops (Lex Williford, Irma 
Nikicicz, Chandra Edwards, Jesús Peña, Margarita Lucía Mejía) 
Building bridges rather than walls over the last decade, the UTEP Bilingual MFA has created a 
grand experiment in bilingualism, challenging artificial boundaries between countries, peoples 
and languages, producing award-winning writers in both Spanish and English, expanding MFA 
programs’ reach in the US and throughout the Americas. This panel will discuss the practical 
challenges and rewards of acquiring greater proficiency in a second language in the first 
bilingual MFA program in the world. 
 



The Challenges of Running a University Reading Series in the 21st Century (Barney Haney, 
Shonda Buchanan, Jameelah Lang, Christopher Coake, Ania Spyra) 
This panel will focus on curating a university reading series. Our panelists will discuss topics 
such as obtaining funding, planning long-term, marketing and outreach, engaging diverse 
populations, assessing programs, turning readings into events, and more. We’ll share 
perspectives from small liberal arts colleges to HBCUs to large state universities and points in 
between from across the county. And many stories of screw-ups and successes. 
 
THE COMPARTMENTALIZED LIFE: Writing while Teaching while Parenting (Marjorie Celona, 
Leah Stewart, Karen Thompson Walker, Ian  Stansel, Sarah Strickley) 
Is it possible to teach, write, and have a life? This panel will examine how writers who are 
academics and parents navigate the elusive idea of “work/life” balance. What do you do when 
summer residencies (or summers in general) aren’t an option?  Drawing from personal 
experience, the panelists—including one dual-career couple—will discuss how to balance 
writing, teaching, and family obligations—and offer tips for both structuring our lives and re-
framing our expectations.  
 
The Cultural Responsibility of Magical Realism (Anna-Marie McLemore, Anna Meriano, Jenny 
Ferguson, Cindy Baldwin, Tehlor Mejia) 
Magical realism is a hot buzzword in both children's and adult fiction--but what is it, really, and 
how can writers best honor the genre's revolutionary Latinx roots? Join us for a conversation on 
the cultural underpinnings of magical realism and who has the right to claim that label, as well 
as a dialogue about how to describe works of contemporary magic that lack the cultural 
element necessary in true magical realism. 
 
The Development of Contemporary Jewish American Poetry in the last 5 Years (Matthew 
Silverman, Joy Ladin, Nancy Carlson, Susan Cohen, Philip Terman) 
Come join us for the 5 year anniversary of an important anthology that explores the thoughts, 
concerns, and experiences of Jewish poets today. One of the editors and five contributors to 
The Bloomsbury Anthology of Contemporary Jewish American Poetry will read from their work 
and reflect upon how Jewish American poetry has changed in the last 5 years with the 
developments in politics and the rise of anti-Semitism while still exploring the heart of Jewish 
traditions that honor the human spirit. 
 
The Emerging Eco-Theatre (Charissa Menefee, Paula Cizmar, Elaine  Romero, E. M.  Lewis, Tira 
Palmquist) 
The theatre has always been a reflection of and catalyst for cultural change, but at this critical 
moment in environmental history, the immediacy of live performance is more important than 
ever. How do we write for this moment? How do we convey issues of climate change, 
environmental protection, human and non-human interaction, social justice, and collective 
responsibility? How do we communicate science, evidence, and urgency through an art that 
demands that we’re all in the same space together? 
 



The Experiment: Density, Intensity and Identity of Innovative Writing Forms (Cathy Thomas, 
Etkin  Camoglu , Kelly Catherine Dulaney, Whitney De Vos, Christopher David Rosales) 
Acknowledging the broadness of “experimental writing,” our panel's goal is to discuss how the 
term generates a set of interlaced questions about art as it lives on maps, in texts, and even in 
bodies that produce their own readings: our BODY as artists.  We publish hybrid texts and write 
on: disabled, veteran-adjacent political identity, Black, Turkish, Mexican, American & imagined 
homelands engaged in various conceptualizations and practices conditioned within and outside 
the University.  
 
The F Word: Writing Unabashedly Feminist Fiction (Lucy Jane Bledsoe, Naomi Williams, 
Carolina de Robertis, Aya de Leon, Chantel Acevedo) 
The word feminist is controversial. Yet the VIDA charts prove, year after year, that the 
publishing playing field isn’t level. Given the data they reveal about who gets published and 
reviewed, how do writers who identify as feminists navigate both the writing and publishing 
process? Are there consequences, positive or negative, to claiming the identifier? What 
constitutes feminist fiction? Who gets to define the term? In short, how does claiming feminism 
affect writing fiction? 
 
The Future is Fabulist: Crafting Fantastic Fiction at the Margins (Amira Pierce, Rose Lemberg, 
Melissa Sipin, Brooke Obie) 
Can embracing the unreal help writers at the margins tell stories that feel even more true to 
their experience? The contemporary literary landscape has maintained exclusive distinctions 
about where stories with speculative elements are published, as well as how seriously they are 
received. But as these boundaries disintegrate in concurrence with a larger narrative of cultural 
inclusion, these emerging writers are exploring issues of race, sexuality, and gender through the 
lens of the fantastic. 
 
The Future of Books is Female (A. N.  Devers, Brooke  Palmieri, Lucy Scholes, Khaliah Williams) 
Like every industry, there is a historic imbalance and inequality of women's treatment in the 
book world—no matter their social or political background—that starts with publishing and 
ends with how women writers are treated in their afterlives. This intersectional panel will 
discuss how this has historically persisted and generate strategies for resistance through 
personal endeavors, social awareness, and action--all in relation to the written word. 
 
The Future of Gender: Optimism and Realism in Transgender Children’s Books (Alex  Gino, Vee 
Signorelli, Kyle Lukoff, Mey Valdivia Rude, Mason Smith) 
Recent years have seen a (relative) explosion of transgender characters in books for young 
readers, yet these representations have largely not centered the voices of transgender people. 
This panel will define an agenda for a more open and truly responsive trans literature for young 
readers and put forth visions for a more expansive future, while also providing perspectives on 
how to better craft these stories for interested writers.   
 
The Ice Worker Still Sings: 20th anniversary of a classic text (Steven Sanchez, Paul Lopez, Sarah 
A Chavez, Sara Borjas, Heidi Andrea Restrepo Rhodes) 



Of Andrés Montoya’s book, noted poet-critic Rigoberto González wrote, in 2008: “[I]n this 
generation, the ice worker sings should be known as the finest book of poetry to come out of 
our community.” 2019 marks the 20th anniversary of this classic text, winner of an American 
Book Award after the poet’s death, and recently re-issued. Five published Latinx poets, none of 
whom knew Montoya personally, discuss what this seminal book of poetry has meant to their 
work and their artistic sensibilities. 
 
The Impact of Race and Politics on Contemporary Black Playwrights (Brenda Greene, Gloria 
Brown Marshall, Nina Mercer, Darrel Holnes) 
This panel, a Satellite Program of the National Black Writers Conference held at Medgar Evers 
College, CUNY, expands the narrative on Black playwrights.  Many institutions advocate, 
produce and celebrate Black playwrights such as August Wilson and Lorraine Hansberry, writers 
who have become part of the canon.  Panelists expand the narrative of the Black playwright 
and discuss the impact of politics, racism and social justice issues on the production of 
contemporary Black plays. 
 
The Intersection of Writing and Performing (Danika Dinsmore, Debby Dodds, Leah Baer, 
Jonathan Oak, Jessica Standifird) 
Crossing decades of working on page, stage, screen, radio, and web our panelists are writer / 
entertainers straddling two worlds. Panelists will discuss the art and craft of writing to perform, 
discovering the performance within the written work, inspiring written work from performance, 
and various other ways writing and performance inform each other. From elementary school 
visits to “book burlesque,” our panelists have created careers lifting words off the page.  
The Invisible Trenches: Gender, Race, and Class in Creative Writing (Jennifer Kwon Dobbs, 
Taiyon Coleman, Sagirah Shahid, Lisa Lewis, Aimee Parkison) 
With the rise of creative writing spaces centering women/writers of color, are women out of 
the gender, race, and class trenches? This panel brings together diverse women writers to ask 
how these social forces continue to shape women's experiences of creative writing from 
learning in or teaching the workshop to publishing work to administering a program. Where are 
we today with regard to positions of power and our access to publication? The panelists will 
share visions and strategies for equity. 
 
The Legacy of "Angels in America" (Dan Kois, Brian Herrera, Deborah Geis, Steven Thrasher, 
Isaac Butler) 
Twenty-five years after Tony Kushner's "Angels in America" began its ascent into the canon, we 
look at what this monumental play has to offer readers, students, and audiences in 2019. Is its 
portrait of an oppressive, right-wing America still relevant? Do its characters feel fresh, or like 
the very stereotypes they were once meant to subvert? Does its treatment of race and gender 
stand up to scrutiny? A panel of journalists, academics, and theater-makers debate the Great 
Work. 
 
The Life and Legacy of Margaret Burroughs, Artivist (Mary Ann Cain, Jill Lisette Petty, Haki 
Madhubuti) 



Margaret Burroughs is known nationally and internationally as founder of two major art 
institutions in Chicago, and as artist, teacher, and community organizer. However, her literary 
work—poetry, short story, children’s books, essays, news columns, and plays—has been largely 
overlooked despite an international reputation, including for her poem, “What Shall I Tell My 
Children Who are Black?” Panelists include individuals working to carry on her legacy—writer, 
editor, and publisher. 
 
The New Speculative: Writing Between Labels, Identities, Borders, & Bodies (Everett Maroon, 
Trace Peterson, Amir Rabiyah, Ashley Young) 
Mainstream literary and poetic institutions struggle to fully conceptualize the trans/nonbinary 
protagonist or the significance of work that does not prioritize white bodies, even as calls for 
diversity in literature are expanding representation. Panelists will push past tokenizing tropes 
and sidekicks to explore writing in between traditional margins. We discuss destabilizing literary 
convention, production, readership, form, & interpretation in order to tell more honest, 
nuanced stories.  
 
The Oh Shit Moment ~Issues of Social Justice & Identity in the Writing Classroom (Rachel 
Simon, Olivia Worden, Seth  Michelson, Melissa Febos, Syreeta McFadden) 
What can you do in the moment a student shocks your class by introducing the language of 
racism, sexism, classism, colorism, cissexism, ableism, or victim blaming? This panel will offer 
practical steps to address the uncomfortable moment and ways to use it as a exercise in critical 
thinking. We will offer texts, and assignments that will open a productive dialogue on the 
subjects of social justice regardless if you are in a majority white classroom, an HSBCU, or 
progressive liberal arts school. 
The Power of Women's Publishing to Normalize Lost Conversations (Karen Hawkins, Rachel 
Berg Scherer, Jera Brown) 
Traditional newsrooms and publishers tend to overlook marginalized voices: women, people of 
color, people from diverse sexual orientations and cultures. But when women take control, the 
narrative changes. Editors and writers from Rebellious Magazine for Women will discuss 
women's ability to normalize lost conversations about topics such as sex, relationships and 
faith. Come share your own successes and frustrations working in a male-dominated field; leave 
empowered to change the conversation. 
 
The Uncomfortable Whiteness of War Literature (Drew Pham, Matthew Komatsu, Andria 
Williams, Anthony Williams, Nicole Goodwin) 
In the midst of America’s longest conflict, white male perspectives still predominate in 
contemporary war literature. The canon fails to represent the diverse fabric of the military—
people of color, LGBTQIA, and women—and the deep moral questions they negotiate through 
art. This inclusive panel will discuss how marginalized writers might address structural bias in 
their writing careers, how they might be heard in the genre, and how amplifying their voices 
contributes to a more just society. 
 
The Wandering Stops Here: Place as Central in Recent Jewish-American Fiction (Elizabeth 
Poliner, Marjorie Sandor, Eileen Pollack, Jonathan Rabb, Anna Soloman) 



Whether it be coastal New England, steamy Savannah, or rural South Dakota, a strong sense of 
place is central in recent Jewish-American novels.  These panelists will explore place as 
inextricable to the particular, varied, and often tenuous Jewish-American experiences they 
chronicle.  With a focus on Jewish-American fiction, this panel is for anyone seeking to better 
integrate place into their stories, and for those interested in how place can reflect the 
immigrant and/or outsider experience. 
 
The Way & Why to Say No: Women in Academia  (Lisa Fay  Coutley, Lillian-Yvonne Bertram , 
Sandra  Beasley, Rebecca Meacham, Chloe  Honum) 
Historically, in order to succeed, women have had to create opportunities to say yes. Maybe we 
can do it all, but we shouldn’t have to. In this panel we’ll discuss examples of how, when, and 
why we have decided to set clear boundaries and to deny some of the endless (often unpaid) 
demands on our time. We have juggled teaching, writing, publishing, and editing, while living 
our lives, so now let’s discuss how to give ourselves permission to say no, and how to decide 
what stays and what goes.  
 
The World Splitting Open: From Memoir to #MeToo (Janice  Gary, Sue William Silverman, 
Reyna Grande, Karen Salyer McElmurray, Aimee  Liu) 
What would happen, Muriel Rukeyser asked, if one woman told the truth about her life? The 
world would split open. Women writers began telling the truth about their lives in the 1990’s, 
writing memoirs about previously off limits subjects such as rape, domestic violence and sexual 
harassment. Despite criticism by the literary establishment, they persisted. The world began 
splitting open. We’ll discuss the role women’s memoir has played in one of the most significant 
social movements of our time. 
 
The Year of Publishing Women: Motivating your Marketing Strategy with Value (Benjamin 
Gorman, Kate Ristau, LeeAnn McLennan, Mikko Azul) 
This workshop will begin with a presentation about the origin of Kamila Shamsie’s challenge to 
make 2018 “The Year of Publishing Women,” followed by Not a Pipe Publishing’s experience 
with the challenge this year, and the difficulties and opportunities that come with taking a 
moral stand that’s also a marketing strategy. Then, we'll share the results and engage in a group 
activity to brainstorm ways that other publishers could engage in similar strategies. 
 
Thirty-five Years After How to Suppress Women’s Writing (Ann  Garvin, Lauren  Grodstein, 
Karen  Karbo, Reema Zaman, Cathi Hanauer) 
In 1983, the University of Texas Press published Joanna Russ’s landmark “How to Suppress 
Women’s Writing”, which enumerated and elaborated on the many ways women writers had 
been kept out of the canon. Almost forty years later, it remains distressingly true that, as Russ 
wrote, “If certain people are not supposed to have the ability to produce ‘great’ literature, and 
if this supposition is one of the means used to keep such people in their place, the ideal 
situation… is one in which such people  
 
Tipping the Scales: Writing Women’s Lives in Biography & Historical Fiction  (Margot  Kahn, 
Elise Hooper, TaraShea Nesbit, Hannah Kimberley, Megan Marshall) 



Biographer Megan Marshall says the fun in writing biography is the process the writer assumes 
in imagining she and her subject have “been through it all together.” The writer of historical 
fiction does the same but with a different set of rules. Why do we choose the forms we do? 
How do we do our subjects justice on the page? And why, as women, are we choosing to write 
about other women? Two biographers and two historical novelists discuss their choices and 
debate the craft of representation. 
 
Towards a Visionary Poetics: A Female Gaze (Shoshana  Olidort, Alicia Ostriker, Monica Mody, 
Sara Larsen, Yosefa Raz) 
The prophetic mode in American poetry is often associated with poets like Whitman, Ginsberg, 
Olson. This panel explores alternative modes of visionary poetry that are distinctively female or 
feminine.  Our questions are motivated by the crisis of the current political moment and by the 
urgent need to reimagine our world. Panelists will address the ongoing work of articulating a 
female prophetic lineage in America and will consider the possibilities opened up by a woman-
centered visionary poetry. 
 
Trans-Cultural Inheritance of Trauma and Memory  (Merissa Nathan Gerson, Merissa Nathan 
Gerson, Bing  Liu, Neda  Semnani, Quenton Baker) 
From duppies, djinn and dybukkim to truthful hauntings and ancestral lineage rupture this 
panel examines trans-cultural understandings of how trauma is inherited and its impact on the 
current living generation. From remembered domestic horrors to state-sanctioned murders, 
genocide, slavery and more, panelists explore how trauma impacts our African, Chinese, Iranian 
and Jewish American lives, and how multi-genre literature shapes how we carry, express, and 
pass on the truths we bear. 
 
Translating from Non-European and Overlooked Languages (Frank Stewart, Alexander 
Mawyer, Noah Perales-Estoesta, Leza Lowitz, Sharon May) 
World literature can't be understood without translations from other than the “major” 
languages and countries. But translating from outside the mainstream poses challenges: 
applying Western valuation to non-Western work; imposing context on unfamiliar literary and 
cultural ideas. The dearth of American and global markets for such translations adds further 
challenges. Translators of Asia-Pacific languages join with editors of international journals to 
talk about publishing translations. 
 
Translating Others, Translating Ourselves: Creative Writers as Translators (Sharon Dolin, 
Forrest Gander, Jesse Lee Kercheval, Don Mee Choi, Malena Mörling) 
Poets and fiction writers who translate are arguably the most creative of translators and the 
least self-effacing. Translation is more of a collaboration and re-creation in another tongue, 
according to Mark Polizzotti in his new book Sympathy for the Traitor: A Translation Manifesto. 
Five writers who are translators explore how creative the act of translation is, and also whether 
the work they translate has affected their own creative practice. 
 
Translation as the Art of Reincarnation: World Perspectives on Creative Process (Helene 
Cardona, Sidney Wade, Martha Collins, Christopher Merrill, Willis Barnstone) 



How do you find and give a new voice to a poem in a different language, infusing other cultures 
into your own experience?  
Working with Hebrew, Greek, French, Korean, Slovenian, Spanish, and Turkish, this panel’s 
poets, translators, and scholars discuss their roles as intermediaries, technicians, and 
alchemists dancing between languages to create inspired texts spanning cultural differences, 
geographic distances, and time. 
 
Translators Are the Unacknowledged Ambassadors of the World (Zack Rogow, Niloufar Talebi, 
Suzanne Jill Levine, Allen Hibbard) 
Percy Shelley said, “Poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world.” Similarly, 
translators are the unacknowledged ambassadors of the world. In what sense is a translator an 
ambassador for a people, language, and culture to another? How does the responsibility of 
representing the insights of one society to another influence the translator’s choice of projects, 
and the way s/he works? Translators from Arabic, Persian, Spanish, and French discuss these 
topics. 
 
Transmogrification of the Transgender Narrative: cunting-up trans nonfiction (Cooper Lee  
Bombardier, Brook  Shelley, Colette Arrand, Ryka  Aoki, Grace Reynolds) 
Toward an expansion of possibilities for trans nonfiction through the investigation of process, 
praxis, and the generously assumed audience, several trans nonfiction writers will discuss 
writing beyond the transition narrative in an experimental homage to Dodie Bellamy's cunt-ups, 
where the remarks of each panelist are taken up at random; allowing the conversation to 
transcend narrative binaries, and to challenge notions of authorship, expertise, and the myth of 
a single trans story. 
Tribute to the Life and Work of Poet Charles Simic on His 80th Birthday (Biljana Obradovic, 
Danuta  Hinc, Bruce Weigl, John Gery, Charles Simic) 
Born in Belgrade, Yugoslavia in 1938, Charles Simic, who turned 80 on in 2018, came to the US 
as a teenager barely speaking English, ended up being appointed Fifteenth Poet Laureate 
Consultant in Poetry to the Library of Congress, winning a Pulitzer Prize, among many awards, 
publishing over fifty books, including his own poetry, memoirs, criticism, as well as  translations 
of Yugoslavian poets, and teaching English and Creative Writing at the University of New 
Hampshire for over thirty years. 
 
Two-Year College Caucus (Maria Frances Brandt, Beth Smith, David Renshaw, Quinn Eli, Lynn 
Kilpatrick) 
Do you teach at a two-year college?  Interested in job opportunities at two-year colleges?  Join 
us for our annual networking meeting.  With almost half of all students beginning college 
careers at two-year colleges, and increasing numbers of MFA’s landing two-year college 
teaching jobs, the future of creative writing courses and programs at our campuses looks 
bright.  We will discuss teaching creative writing at the two-year college, hold a short business 
meeting, and provide tangible resources. 
 
Undocupoets Speak! (Jan-Henry Gray, Jesus I. Valles, Anni Liu, Esther Lin, Aline Mello) 



This panel explores the diversity of undocumented poets and their challenges of moving 
through the literary world—from the deeply internal work of writing from a self whose 
presence is contested, to applying to institutions that demand proof of residency in order to 
participate in the poetic discourse. Poets will read their work, and discuss how their status has 
informed their craft and the particular aesthetic concerns of writing about, through, and in 
spite of documentation. 
 
VIDA Voices & Views Transgender, Non-Binary, & Gender Nonconforming Interview 
(Stephanie Burt, Ching-In Chen, Paige Lewis, Melissa Studdard, Cameron Awkward-Rich) 
The most recent VIDA Count pointed to an underrepresentation of transgender, non-binary, 
and gender nonconforming voices in literature. Seeking to better understand the causes, 
nature, and ramifications of exclusion, as well as possible solutions, this panel invites 
interviewees to share works, insights, and concerns relating to representation, identity, bias, 
publishing barriers, and other issues they have observed and encountered within the literary 
landscape and society at large. 
 
Vietnam Is a 7 Letter Word (Dao  Strom, Aimee  Phan, Hoa Nguyen, Nao  Vi Khi , Bui  Thi) 
Answering back to over-written narratives, these women of the Vietnamese diaspora offer 
insight into how writers may elasticize and complicate definitions of one’s various assigned 
“identities” and lend voice to the silenced, obscured, or overlooked. Addressing issues of craft 
and creative process in the elucidation of trauma, repercussions of war and colonialism, erasure 
and objectification, this panel’s topics will include narrative approach, collaboration, hybridity, 
and renewing the lyric. 
 
 
Walk in their Shoes: Children's and Young Adult Novels that Cultivate Empathy (Melissa Hart, 
Brian  Tashima , Carmen Bernier-Grand, Donna Gephart) 
A diverse panel of children's and young adult authors weighs in on the abundance of studies 
suggesting that readers of middle-grade and young adult fiction develop both an increased 
capacity to understand other people's points of view and a deeper empathy. We'll talk about 
how authors, teachers, therapists, and even judges use children's/YA novels in their work to 
decrease anxiety and depression in kids bullied because of race, ethnicity, religion, sexuality, 
disability, and economic status.  
 
We are Our Own Gods: Writing for Black Women’s Liberation (Teri Cross Davis, Katy Richey, 
celeste doaks, Tafisha Edwards, Saida Agostini) 
What is liberation for Black women in a “post-racial” America? Is it financial, spiritual, political, 
or realized by a free and loved body? Five Black women poets will discuss ways in which their 
poems can architect the actualization of that freedom. This discussion will explore the choices 
of these poets to write their authentic experiences as acts of resistance. Black women will no 
longer wait for nuanced representations. We will write who we are: powerful, vulnerable, 
dynamic. 
 



We're Here and We're Queer: LGBTQ Women Tell Their Stories (Imogen Binnie, Chelsey  
Johnson, Nicole Dennis-Benn, SJ Sindu, Patricia Smith) 
Queer people-- and queer women especially --  have long been marginalized in literature. What 
are the stories being told about queer women? And who is doing the telling? Four authors with 
very different backgrounds discuss their books and characters, the stereotypes they fight 
against, and the truths and lives they reveal. What are the various identities queer women 
navigate in real life and on the page?  What untold stories remain hidden?     
 
What Now? When Good Writers Act Awful (Michael Croley, John Freeman, Erika L. Sánchez, 
Natalie Díaz, Tomás Q. Morín) 
In the aftermath of the #metoo movement, it’s hard to know how to regard the work we love 
when we’ve lost respect for its author. How do we reconcile the two and how should we 
respond to them and their work in real life and on social media? Should an educator erase 
these authors from the syllabus? Is redemption for them and their work even possible? Five 
writers wrestle with this crisis and with what justice in our literary community should look like. 
 
What's Craft Got to Do With It?: On Craft, Race, and the Black Imagination  (Dianca London  
Potts, Jessica  Lanay Moore , Dennis  Norris II, Jeni  McFarland , Cole Lavalais ) 
In an age when Black authors are on the rise, why is craft still dismissed as "bougie" or adjacent 
to whiteness? Why are Black narratives analyzed primarily through a sociological or 
anthropological lens rather than one of literary craft? Why do so many readers and writers still 
resist the merit of craft when it comes to Black literature? This dialogue will examine, confront, 
and unpack the creative and cultural implications and potential of craft within the 
contemporary Black literary canon. 
 
When We Write, We Write with Our Bodies, Our Hearts, Our Histories (Luisa Igloria, Ching-In 
Chen, Amanda Galvan Huynh, Kenji  Liu, Ernesto Abeytia) 
How do we learn to profess our truths and experiences as poets of color? What models, tools, 
strategies of language, and histories come to bear on how we write poems? We've seen the 
proliferation of works by poets of color, but believe there is a need to create critical work 
focusing on craft from their perspectives. From the inheritance of poetic wisdom to practices of 
writing and pedagogy, panelists will discuss the importance of including poets of color in 
foundational craft texts.  
 
When Your Characters Just Stand There Smoking & Staring: Translation & Invention, 
Sponsored by ALTA (Russell Valentino, Curtis Bauer, Gregory Pardlo) 
Novelist and translator Maureen Freely once noted that when translating an Orhan Pamuk 
novel set in Istanbul, the characters in her own Istanbul-set novel just stood there smoking, 
looking at her, while his had plenty to say. In translating his characters' words, she found her 
own. This panel explores translation as prompt and liberation for when one’s own words refuse 
to come. Each panelist will provide a reflection and offer examples of how translating has 
enabled and inspired new work. 
 



When your practice is the research: a new model for the creative writing PhD (David Carlin, 
Francesca Rendle-Short, Bonnie S.  Sunstein, Alvin Pang, Michelle Aung-Thin) 
What if a PhD took you further into your ongoing practice as a writer?   A new model of 
advanced practice-based research in creative writing is helping mid-career writers to deepen 
their oeuvres and careers. Faculty and student perspectives of a trans-cultural, 
multidisciplinary, low-residency program, based in Vietnam & Australia, reveal how this 
unconventional approach is making a difference to learning and creative practice. A writing 
pedagogy expert provides broader critical insight. 
 
Where Literary and Professional Translation Meet (Elizabeth Lowe, Jenny  McPhee, Annelise 
Finegan Wasmoen, Joyce Tolliver, Aron Aji) 
Panelists will discuss the merits of including literary translation in the graduate professional 
translation curriculum. Literary translators who teach in these programs find that their 
knowledge and skills transfer readily to professional translation. These include writing practice, 
close reading of master translators' works, and studying the models offered by award-winning 
translations.  We will focus on specific examples from our respective teaching and translation 
practices. 
 
Who Has the Rights? The How, Why, and Whom of Translation, Sponsored by ALTA (Marci 
Calabretta Cancio-Bello, Rajiv Mohabir, Sawako Nakayasu, E. J. Koh) 
Translation can be a confusing field to navigate, especially for new translators. This panel 
addresses ethical and practical aspects of translation, including why translation matters, who 
has the right to translate whom, how texts are chosen and permissions are obtained, what 
grants and fellowships are available, and what specific issues can arise from translating non-
Romanized texts into English. Examples are drawn from the panelists’ work with Hindi, 
Japanese, and Korean. 
 
Women Editors on the Power of Change (Lisa Roney, Kim Brown, Lisa Factora-Borchers, Amy 
King, Jamia Wilson) 
Female, feminist, and womanist editors from a variety of contexts discuss the perceived and 
real power they hold and how they wield their actual power for a more just publishing 
environment. With experience across book publishing, literary magazines, a popular culture 
magazine, freelancing, and VIDA, which supports gender representation in media, these editors 
discuss the trials and joys of working for a more gender and racially diverse publishing world 
within a range of boundaries and purposes. 
 
Women Leaders & Entrepreneurs in the Writing Community: Second (Creative) Shifts (Melissa 
Wyse, Kate Moses, Emily Saer Cook, Maggie Marshall) 
As writers, creating our own entrepreneurial opportunities can be a meaningful way to serve 
our communities while charting our own career paths. On this panel, women entrepreneurs 
and leaders in the writing community share insights into this process — and discuss the 
important balance between arts leadership and our own writing. Join us if you are considering a 
new creative venture, exploring innovative approaches to your career, or trying to strike a 
balance that supports your writing. 



 
Women Poets Mentoring Women Poets: Slapering Hol Press Conversation Chapbooks 
(Jennifer Franklin, Lyrae Van Clief-Stefanon , Amy Lemmon, Kim Addonizio, Brittany Perham) 
Join Slapering Hol Press poets and editors as they discuss the importance of mentorship, 
particularly women mentoring women, in small press publishing. For the past thirty years, the 
editors of SHP has been dedicated to publishing chapbooks written by talented emerging poets. 
This panel will focus on the Conversation chapbook series in which an established woman poet 
choses an emerging woman poet with whom to collaborate on a unified series of poems and a 
written conversation about craft. 
 
Women Re-Writing the Body (EJ Levy, Cheryl Strayed, Lidia Yuknavitch, Alissa Nutting, Celeste 
Ng) 
"We tell ourselves stories in order to live," Joan Didion wrote. But how do stories of the female 
body shape our lived lives? This panel brings together acclaimed writers of fiction & nonfiction, 
who are reimagining the female body & desire in powerful works that name the body anew, 
creating new possibilities on & off the page, changing how we see motherhood, race, sexuality, 
courage, wildness, predation, survival & narrative itself. Discussing their work & others', writers 
will talk before Q&A. 
 
Women Writing the Forbidden Narrative: From Inception to After Life (Leigh Stein, Eileen 
Cronin, Sue William Silverman, Wendy C. Ortiz, Esmé Weijun Wang) 
Many writers are drawn to material in forbidden territory, from stories of abuse to mental 
illness. When writing about taboo, how do we find the universal story in our specific 
experience? What artistic choices do we make in terms of genre, voice, structure, character? 
How do we prepare for reactions? A diverse, multigenerational panel of women discuss why 
and how they wrote their taboo stories, how they prepared for public reception, and whether 
writing the taboo affected their future projects. 
 
Women Writing War (Rebecca Johns-Trissler, Vasugi Ganeshananthan, Lan Samantha Chang, 
Jessica Kramer, Lisa Sanchez) 
Catch-22, For Whom the Bell Tolls, All Quiet on the Western Front: the war novel is often 
considered the exclusive province of men, though women’s lives are not immune from the 
effects of war. What happens when women tackle subjects traditionally thought of as male? 
How are women’s war stories different from men’s? Through roundtable discussion, five female 
novelists will discuss approaches to writing stories set in wartime, addressing questions of 
experience, gender, and narrative authority. 
 
Women’s Caucus  (Melissa Studdard, Hafizah Geter, Kelly Forsythe, Lynn Melnick, Jenn Givhan) 
The Women's Caucus offers a space to network, plan events, and discuss issues concerning 
women writers (e.g. ways to support each other, lack of access to literary power structures, 
conference childcare, obstacles to publication, keeping literary events safe, etc.). This year's 
panel includes two guest editors who will speak and answer questions about publishing and 
what they look for in manuscripts. The Women's Caucus is an inclusive space and welcomes the 
diverse perspectives of women writers. 



 
“Work, work, work, work, work, work”: Craft and Teaching as People of Color. (Shinelle L. 
Espaillat, Gail Upchurch-Mills, Adrian Khactu, Racquel Goodison, Amina Henry) 
We will explore the multiple identities we inhabit as writers and teachers of color, and how that 
prepositional phrase affects both the nouns we claim and our relationship to craft and 
pedagogy. What are some tensions among intersectional identities? How do these experiences 
both constrain and release the worlds we create? Why do our gender and racial identities affect 
academic and creative writing classrooms differently? We hope to unpack the various ways our 
bodies engage with academic labor. 
 
Write to Climax: Women Writers on Writing Sex and Intimacy (Luanne Smith, Dorothy  Allison, 
Carmen  Machado, Pam Houston, Roxane Gay) 
There’s nothing wrong with a throbbing member or a good bodice-rip. But when female literary 
fiction writers explore about the realities of sex—the lusts and longings, the abuses and 
pleasures, the orgasms and agonies—critics and readers are often left agape, despite the fact 
that men have been covering the same territory for centuries. This censure of women's writing 
is another way of policing their bodies. The women writers on this panel say: Fuck that. Sex and 
intimacy belong to us, too. 
 
WriteOn: How to Begin and Grow a Community-Oriented Writing Fellowship (Catherine 
Bloomer, Helen Schulman, Phineas Lambert, Jui Nahar, Austen Osworth) 
WriteOn is a fellowship offered by The New School that places MFA candidates in under-
resourced middle and high school classrooms as creative writing instructors. Join New School 
administrators, faculty and fellows to discuss creating a new organization within a university, 
creatively partnering with community organizations to meet needs symbiotically, and preparing 
MFA candidates to enter the world as teachers, professors, and literary citizens. 
 
Writers as Translators, Translators as Writers (Goeffrey Brock, Brooks Haxton, Mónica de la 
Torre, Bill Johnston, Suzanne Jill Levine) 
Readers, writers, & translators alike discover at some point that mastery of the source language 
alone can’t guarantee the success of a translation: a literary translation succeeds to the extent 
that it’s a compelling work of art in its target language. In this panel covering a variety of 
languages, traditions, and time periods, five esteemed faculty of the Bread Loaf Translators’ 
Conference—successful writers and translators themselves—will each examine poets or writers 
whose translation activity spurred innovation in their creative work or vice versa. 
 
Writing & Mothering: Black Women Writing Under a Quadruple Minority in America (LaCoya  
Katoe , Cassandra  Lane , Ryane Nicole Granados, Tameka Cage  Conley, Cherene Sherrard ) 
The life of an artist focuses on untethering oneself from the margins that restrict creativity. The 
life of a mother, however, is all about the ties that bind. Reconciling the struggles of parenting, 
writing, race, gender and activism will serve as the critical components of this panel. Panelists, 
including authors, faculty, and editors, will discuss how their roles as black mothers have 
fortified their writing careers while also presenting unique challenges warranting discussion and 
discourse. 



 
Writing Into the Great Land: Women Poets of Alaska (Erin Coughlin Hollowell, Susanna 
Mishler, Nicole Stellon O'Donnell, Marie Tozier, Emily Wall) 
Alaska contains 663,300 square miles of diverse terrain encompassing permafrost, rocky 
shorelines, cities, mountains, islands, volcanoes, and more. Obviously, no single poet could give 
voice to all of it. Five poets discuss what it means to write as a woman into a landscape as large 
and varied as Alaska’s. Coming from very different environments and cultures, each will discuss 
what living in Alaska brings to their writing and writing practices.  
 
Writing Medicine: Fusing Practices to Exercise Intuition for Inner Healing (Lore Raymond, 
Alicia Anabel Santos, Tawni Waters, Shawna  Ayoub Ainslie , Alexis Donkin) 
How do you successfully explore personal challenges and traumas to regain confidence? By 
reframing struggles, you gain clarity for problem-solving and a new tell-a-vision of emotional 
health. Learn how the practices of dialogue and expressive writing expand inner healing for the 
marginalized and disenfranchised plus writers and therapists. Panelists offer insights from 
writing and teaching in the field, including discussion of intuition and creativity’s role with 
resources and action steps. 
 
Writing on the line (Daniel  Chacon, Nelson Cardenas, Silvia  Aguilar, Alessandra Narvaez, 
Andrea Cote-Botero) 
On the border between Mexico and United States lies The University of Texas, El Paso, this is 
where writers from all over the Americas come to earn a bilingual MFA in creative writing, the 
very first university to offer this degree. On this panel, we will discuss what it’s like to function 
on the line between Latin America and the United States, the line between languages and 
between metaphor and reality.In Mexico, “la línea” is what people call the border. We will talk 
about writing on the line 
 
Writing the Body (Kate Hopper, Alex Lemon, Marsha Partington, Adriana Páramo, Bonnie J.  
Rough) 
Writing the body can track and reveal narratives of health and illness, ground a narrator in 
place and time, and allow for examination of gender and identity. We will discuss these three 
anchor points, share the ways our writing and living bodies have shaped our work, and consider 
the problems and opportunities of writing other bodies (aside from the self). We will also offer 
exercises for grounding writing in the body and discuss how this work can be a political act. 
 
Writing the Disaster: The Poetics of Extremity (Matthew  Cooperman, Bob  Hicok, Nicole 
Cooley, Aby Kaupang, Matt Rasmussen) 
Being in the world means having things happen to you. Life “chafes its puckered index at us” 
(Hart Crane), opening the mind, corroding the body. Disability, suicide, murder, natural disaster, 
personal experience can be traumatic. How writers write out of that extremity––thrive or 
perish––is moving instruction in survival. This panel of poets have all shown a profound 
responsivity to conditions of extremity. They will share their stories, showing how they survived 
with, thru & against writing. 
 



Writing the Mother Wound  (Vanessa Martir Martir, Jaquira Diaz Diaz, Nayomi Munaweera 
Munaweera, Elisabet Velasquez) 
We live in a culture that idealizes mother love, and shames those who question it. Five multi-
genre writers share how they address and interrogate the complex realities of mother-daughter 
relationships. How do we push back on the silence imposed on those who are un-mothered, 
abused, or choose to not be mothers themselves? How do we use our lives as fodder to create 
stories that are realistic and not overly sentimental, with the audacity of truth?  
 
Writing the Transcendent (Courtney Sender, Goldie Goldbloom, Yehoshua November, Sarah 
Stone, Rahul Kanakia) 
In our most enduring literature, the reader often experiences something ungraspable: a sudden 
sense of loss or delight or elevation, just beyond the realm of conscious reckoning. In this panel, 
we call it transcendence, and ask: What is that feeling, anyway? How do you write toward it? 
What's the relationship between the divine, the inspirational, the science fictional or 
fantastical? In this panel, five diverse writers of the numinous and otherworldly will discuss the 
deep mysteries of writing. 
 
YA in the Era of #MeToo: Changing the Conversation about Sexual Assault (Mary Crockett Hill, 
Amy Reed, Amber Smith, Nicole Maggi, Brendan Kiely) 
Four novelists who write about sexual assault will discuss their approach to this difficult topic—
as well as how young adult literature gives teen readers new tools to understand the 
devastating effects of rape culture, empathize with its victims and survivors, and create change 
in their own lives. The panel will also touch on the possible pitfalls of the movement as it relates 
to YA literature, such as the lack of representation and intersectionality, and the risk of 
retraumatizing readers. 
 
You Are Enough: How to Find Your Own Voice in the Age of Diversity (Annie Hwang, Danya 
Kukafka, Nicole Dennis-Benn, Rakesh Satyal, Monica Odom) 
With the push for #ownvoices, more traditionally marginalized writers than ever before are 
seeing their stories published. But the movement also has writers worried about whether their 
voices are truly diverse “enough” for the current marketplace. Panelists will discuss questions 
like: Is there enough space in the market for my story? Am I ____ enough to tell this story? How 
can a writer tell their own story in their own voice and still find success in the marketplace? 
 
You Want It Darker: The Care and Feeding of Darker Narratives (CJ Hribal, Vu Tran, Nami Mun, 
Goldie Goldbloom, Dean  Bakopoulos) 
Writers are "supposed" to write likeable characters with narrative arcs that bend towards, if 
not justice, at least redemption. But what if things instead bend sinister, descend into the dark, 
and possibly stay there? How does one write narratives that engage with the calamitous, the 
violent, the pessimistic, the tragic, while avoiding the gratuitous? Five fiction writers will discuss 
narrative techniques gleaned from some of their favorite narratives where the authors grapple 
with the dark. 
Youth-Driven Presses: Uplifting the Next Generation of Publishers (Vanessa  Soriano, Zaphra  
Stupple, Isha  Verma, Mia Shin, Saima Harrison) 



Red Beard Press is the first youth-driven publishing company in the country, publishing 3-4 
books each year by emerging youth voices alongside more established writers like Patricia 
Smith, Martín Espada, and Danez Smith. During this panel, teen staff of Red Beard Press will 
share their process, challenges, and best practices for youth-led publishing, and discuss the 
importance of jumpstarting the careers of youth writers through accessible, affordable 
publishing opportunities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


